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Abstract
The Forwarding Information Base (FIB) resides in the data plane of a routing device and is used to forward
packets to a next-hop, based on packets’ destination IP addresses. The constant growth of a FIB forces net-
work operators to spend more resources on maintaining memory with line-rate Longest Prefix Match (LPM)
lookup in a FIB, namely, expensive and energy-hungry Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM)
chips. In this work, we review two different approaches used to mitigate the FIB overflow problem. First,
we investigate FIB aggregation, i.e., merging adjacent or overlapping routes with the same next-hop while
preserving the forwarding behavior of a FIB. We propose a near-optimal algorithm, FIB Aggregation with
Quick Selections (FAQS), that minimizes the FIB churn and speeds BGP update processing by more than
twice. In the meantime, FAQS preserves a high compression ratio (at most 73%). FAQS handles BGP up-
dates incrementally, without the need of re-aggregating the entire FIB table. Second, we investigate FIB (or
route) caching, when TCAM holds only a portion of a FIB that carries most of the traffic. We leverage the
emerging concept of the programmable data plane to propose a Programmable FIB Caching Architecture
(PFCA), that allows cache-victim selection at the line rate and significantly reduces the FIB churn compared
to FIB aggregation. PFCA achieves 99.8% cache-hit ratio with only 3.3% of the FIB placed in a FIB cache.
Finally, we extend PFCA’s design with a novel approach of integrating incremental FIB aggregation and FIB
caching. Such integration needed to overcome cache hiding challenge when a less specific prefix in a cache
hides a more specific prefix in a secondary FIB table, which leads to incorrect LPM matching at the cache.
In Combined FIB Caching and Aggregation (CFCA), cache-hit ratio is maximized up to 99.94% with only
2.5% entries of the FIB, while the total number of route changes in TCAM is reduced by more than 40%
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A Forwarding Information Base (FIB) is used for IP prefix lookup and packet forwarding based on a packet’s
destination IP address. FIBs in backbone routers of many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) contain more
than 800,000 IPv4 and 70,000 IPv6 entries and the number of entries continues to increase [8] (see Fig-
ure 1.1). To achieve fast prefix lookups while overcoming Longest Prefix Match (LPM) rule challenges,
FIBs are usually installed in Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) chips of modern high-end
routers. Unlike Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) or Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM)
with storage as a primary function, TCAM is a unique type of hardware solution that provides one-CPU-
cycle parallel search over hundreds of thousands of FIB entries [28]. However, TCAM chips are signif-
icantly more expensive and energy-consuming than SRAM or DRAM chips [16, 37, 44, 54]. Maintaining
power-hungry TCAM chips significantly increases operators’ production costs for TCAM usage, including
such expenses as providing cooling facilities for the networking hardware [6,71]. Moreover, the continuous
growth of the global FIB size and widespread adoption of IPv6 may lead to TCAM overflow problem and
thereby the Internet service disruptions [3]. These potential consequences drive network operators to buy
new high-capacity TCAM chips with higher cost and additional energy consumption or limit a memory
allocation for IPv6 routes [20]. Based on our market analysis, the price of the Cisco ASR 9000 Series Line
Card that can support up to 1M of TCAM entries can make up to 80% of the total cost of a router.
The super-linear growth of global FIB can be attributed to two main factors:
1. The growth of Internet users across the world. Since the beginning of 2018, the Internet Assigned
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Figure 1.1: BGP table growth.
Numbers Authority (IANA) allocated more than four thousands of new Autonomous System Numbers
(ASNs). The widespread deployment of IPv6 will trigger ASN and prefix allocations even more.
2. Traffic-engineering and multi-homing used to provide fine-grained routing [80]. Both techniques
imply prefix fragmentation or advertising more specific prefixes via BGP (Border Gateway Protocol).
Studies show that 50% of prefixes announced by BGP are more specific prefixes [53].
There are several approaches targeting TCAM overflow and FIB growth problems. Zhao et al. in [80] put
them into two broad categories, namely, long-term and short-term solutions. The long-term solutions [51,66]
include revision of the business relations between Autonomous Systems, e.g., network operators working in
the Default Free Zone (DFZ) can be compensated for keeping all routes in a FIB. Alternatively, re-design
of the routing architecture, e.g., splitting address space into a locator (for routing systems) and an identifier
(for end systems), may greatly reduce the size of the global FIB table. However, both strategies require a
coordinated deployment on a global scale. In this thesis, we investigate short-term solutions, that can be
applied locally in an Autonomous System (AS) and significantly prolong the lifetime of a TCAM chip. First,
we study FIB aggregation, which network operators believe to be one of the most feasible solutions as it has
a clear deployment strategy and benefit [80]. Next, we study FIB caching, that greatly compresses the FIB
on TCAM by offloading it from unpopular routes.
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1.2 FIB aggregation
FIB aggregation [23, 46, 48, 72] merges prefixes that share the same next-hop in a FIB. The resulting com-
pressed FIB should maintain the same forwarding behavior as the original FIB. That is, a packet with an
arbitrary destination IP address should be forwarded to the same next-hop (or dropped) by a compressed
FIB as with the original FIB. In the meantime, a FIB aggregation algorithm must correctly and efficiently
handle numerous route updates, advertised through Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). FIB aggregation al-
gorithms, based on Optimal Routing Table Constructor (ORTC) [23, 48], may compress a FIB by at most
80% depending on the number of neighbors an AS has. However, those algorithms suffer from several
drawbacks:
1. High time costs for processing route updates, including additions, withdrawals, and changes (i.e.,
BGP updates). For instance, one of the state-of-the-art FIB aggregation algorithms, FIFA-S [48]
achieves optimal aggregation ratio for each update but needs to perform two subtree traversals in the
control plane for such a goal.
2. High BGP churn. Individual BGP updates result in a burst of changes in a FIB. An increase of writes
into a FIB is especially disadvantageous for TCAM chips, where an entry insertion may require up to
1000 operations [34].
3. Memory consumption at the control plane. The optimal compression ratio in ORTC is achieved at the
expense of high memory usage [76]: each node generated by the aggregation algorithm in the control
plane contains an array of a variable size, which stores next-hop candidates to be used for next-hop
selection for aggregated prefixes.
1.3 FIB caching
An alternative to FIB aggregation, FIB caching utilizes the high skewness between the number of popular
and unpopular routes in a global FIB. In fact, merely 1.93% of FIB entries cover more than 99.5% of flows
going through ISP network [25]. FIB caching addresses this important property of the Internet traffic by
storing the most popular routes in the expensive memory (such as TCAM) and relocating unpopular routes
to cheaper memory units (such as DRAM). The switch hardware manufacturers widely applied FIB caching
until the early 1990s. Specifically, Cisco’s fast switching [18] implied storing the recently used prefixes
in faster memory. While FIB caching has several advantages over FIB aggregation, such as a smaller FIB
size and a smaller BGP churn on TCAM, several flaws of current FIB caching architectures impede its
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widespread deployment. First, increased amounts of a cache miss cause packet losses at slow memory
buffers of the data plane [41]. Second, FIB caching solutions lack an efficient procedure to select victim
cache entries for cache replacement. Random cache victim selection may result in evictions of popular
prefixes from the cache. Thus, popularity-based victim selection is more reliable and accurate. It was shown
that LRU (Least Recently Used) policy is the most efficient replacement algorithm [25, 41]. However, LRU
is a software solution and is impractical for implementing on high-end routers with large routing tables [47]
due to the performance concern. In [47], Liu et al. proposed to use idle timeouts to evict the least popular
entries. Yet, such a strategy may lead to TCAM overflow when the number of new cache entries exceeds the
number of idle cached flows.
1.4 Our contribution
First, we propose a near-optimal algorithm, FIB Aggregation with Quick Selections (FAQS), that doubles
the speed of BGP update processing and minimizes BGP churn in the data plane. Different from existing
aggregation algorithms, FAQS uses a single tree traversal to conduct both FIB aggregation and handle FIB
updates. It handles routing updates incrementally, without re-aggregation of an entire forwarding table. On
a single BGP update, in the worst case, FAQS will traverse only a subtree rooted at the updated node and its
parents’ nodes. Furthermore, unlike FIFA-S, FAQS keeps only a single next-hop at each node and consid-
erably reduces memory consumption for aggregation operations. The outcome of our improvements is the
significant acceleration of FIB aggregation and update handling. Although FAQS is still a heuristic aggrega-
tion algorithm, we experimentally prove its superior performance via multiple realistic datasets in different
Routing Information Bases (RIBs) with more than 1 billion route updates from Route Views Project [5] over
a 6-year period. The results are briefly described as follows:
1. FAQS achieves high and near-optimal compression ratios: reducing the number of FIB entries by up
to 73% for IPv4 and 42% for IPv6.
2. FAQS runs up to 2.53 and 1.75 times as fast as the existing ORTC algorithms for IPv4 and IPv6 FIBs,
respectively.
3. FAQS reduces the average number of FIB changes by 30% for IPv4 routing tables and by 10% for
IPv6 routing tables.
4. FAQS can save up to 30% of memory consumption compared with the algorithms that achieve optimal
aggregation ratio.
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Second, we revisit the idea of FIB caching (or route caching) from a different perspective from traditional
approaches. We propose to leverage the programmable data plane, namely, Protocol Independent Switch
Architecture (PISA) and P4 language [2,13] to minimize cache-miss latency and enhance cache replacement
performance. We call our new design a Programmable FIB Caching Architecture (PFCA). In PFCA, we
adopt several features of PISA and P4. First, we take advantage of the programmability of match-action
tables to design two levels of caching structure. Second, we employ the programmability of the ingress
pipeline in PISA, which allows PFCA to process cache-miss packets at the line-rate. Third, PFCA uses P4
registers, counters and hash functions to identify unpopular and popular routes, trigger cache replacement
operations and conduct pipeline-based packet processing.
In summary, our key contributions in PFCA are as follows:
1. We designed PFCA, a programmable FIB caching architecture, where cache-miss operations are han-
dled entirely in the data plane.
2. We designed a pipeline-based mechanism for cache victim selection and emulated it in a virtual P4
switch.
3. Our evaluation shows that PFCA uses 3.34% entries (20K) of the full FIB to achieve 99.825% hit
ratio for Level-1 cache, and only 0.014% of the total traffic is redirected to the slow memory thanks
to the Level-2 cache with 6.68% (40K) entries of the full FIB. In addition, we show a significant
deduction of expensive writing operations on TCAM caused by BGP routes updates.
Third, we integrated FIB aggregation and caching for small FIB size with efficient use of TCAM and a
higher cache-hit ratio, but not compromising LPM matching correctness. To this end, we design Combined
FIB Caching and Aggregation (CFCA in short) by introducing an aggregation layer into the Route Manager
of the control plane in PFCA. Unlike other FIB aggregation algorithms [23, 46], CFCA does not produce
overlapping routes, and thus prevents cache hiding1, while handling BGP updates incrementally without
re-aggregation of the entire FIB. Specifically, CFCA uses prefix binary trees and prevents prefixes from
the same branch to be installed into the cache and the main FIB. CFCA’s aggregation frees up significant
space, dramatically increases cache-hit ratios, and stabilizes the cache compared to other FIB compression
mechanisms. Our results show that when the size of a FIB on TCAM is only 2.50% of a full FIB, TCAM
miss ratio is reduced by 80% while the churn is reduced by 40% in comparison to standard FIB aggregation,
indicating that both FIB aggregation and caching in CFCA mutually boost their advantages but eliminate
the disadvantages when applied together.
1Hiding of a longer matching prefix in the main memory, while a shorter matching prefix stays in a cache (See Section 4.1)
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Our contributions with CFCA are as follows:
1. We design a FIB aggregation algorithm compatible with FIB caching. CFCA’s aggregation preserves
the forwarding behavior of a FIB without introducing overlapping routes. As a result, CFCA outper-
forms existing FIB caching techniques by achieving 99.94% cache-hit ratio with only 2.50% of the
FIB entries in a TCAM cache.
2. We design CFCA’s incremental BGP update handling algorithm. In CFCA, only 0.625% of BGP up-
dates trigger changes in TCAM; the total churn in TCAM is reduced by 40% compared to a standard
FIB aggregation. In the meantime, the time cost for BGP update handling by CFCA exceeds PFCA’s
by only 0.09µs (11.6%).
3. We evaluate CFCA using traffic traces with more than 3.5 billion of packets and 45,600 BGP updates.
Our simulation demonstrates the advantages of CFCA over standard FIB caching and aggregation
approaches in terms of cache-miss ratio and cache churn.
1.5 Organization
In Chapter 2, we give the necessary background on routing, LPM matching, and FIB compression. In Chap-
ter 3, we study FIB aggregation and propose FAQS, a faster FIB aggregation algorithm with the minimized
churn. In Chapter 4, we study FIB caching and propose PFCA, a Programmable Data Plane Architecture
for efficient FIB caching. In Chapter 5, we present CFCA, Combined FIB Caching and Aggregation for
boosting FIB compression while reducing cache-miss rations and data plane churn. In Chapter 6, we review
the related work in the area of FIB aggregation, caching and forwarding equivalence verification. Finally, in




Routers are the key devices for computer networking. The control plane of a router collects and exchanges
paths towards other network destinations. The data plane of a router stores the routing table and forwards
packets accordingly to it.
The global Internet routing space is divided into Autonomous Systems (ASes) - sets of routers under a single
administration [33]. The ASes are allocated with blocks of IP addresses, unified into IP prefixes. While
intra-AS routing is regulated by Interior Gateway Protocols, defined internally by AS operators, the inter-
routing between ASes is conducted through the external Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP protocol
allows an AS to advertise its network (i.e., its IP prefixes) and share paths to other networks with neighbor
ASes. In addition, each AS designs its own BGP policies for path selection and advertising. BGP peer
sessions result in a Routing Information Base (RIB), stored at the control plane of a router. A RIB contains
the known prefixes and paths towards them. In standard routers, these prefixes and the first hops from the
corresponding paths are directly installed into a Forwarding Information Base (FIB) of a router’s data plane.
When a packet arrives at a router, its destination IP address should be matched against the FIB in order to
obtain the next-hop, where the packet will be forwarded by the router’s forwarding engine. The IP matching
at the data plane adopts the Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) rule, discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.1: The architecture of a traditional router running BGP protocol.
2.2 Longest Prefix Match (LPM) rule
According to the Longest Prefix Match rule, when an IP packet is matched against an FIB, among the
prefixes matching its destination IP address the longest one must be selected. We give the formal definition
below.
Definition 1. Suppose p is a prefix with length lp in a forwarding table T . We denote p as p1p2..plp , where
p={0, 1}lp (i.e., pi is 0 or 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., lp). Also suppose there is a string s = {0, 1}ls , where ls is
the length of s. Then, according to the Longest Prefix Matching rule, we define that p is the Longest Prefix
Match for s in T , namely, p = LPMs(T ), if and only if
1. lp ≤ ls
2. p is a prefix for s, i.e. p1p2..plp = s1s2..slp .
3. @ p′ in T , where p′ is a prefix of s and lp′ > lp.
We use Table 2.1 to illustrate the LPM selection. The table represents a sample FIB for IPv4 addresses with
32-bit address space. Several cases may happen during the matching process:
1. An IP destination address does not have a match in an FIB. In such a case, the packet will be dropped
by the router. For example, an IP destination address that does not start with the prefix 128.153.0.0/16,
for example, 45.56.76.120, will be discarded.







Table 2.1: Forwarding Information Base (FIB).
Figure 2.2: Longest Prefix Matching in TCAM.
2. An IP destination address has a single match in a FIB. In such a case, the packet will be simply
forwarded to the corresponding next hop. An example of such an IP address is 128.153.0.11 with the
match 128.153.0.0/16 and next-hop 1.
3. An IP destination address has several matches in the table. In such a case, a match with the longest
prefix length will be selected. An example of such an IP address is 128.153.124.35, that matches
prefixes 128.153.0.0/16, 128.153.64.0/18, 128.153.96.0/19. However, only the prefix 128.153.96.0/19
will be selected by the data plane engine, since it is the Longest Prefix Match. Thus, the packet will
be forwarded to the next-hop 5.
2.3 LPM at the data plane
The amount of traffic at backbone networks may reach up to 170 Tbps in 2021 [24]. Such amounts of
traffic require backbone routers to perform the LPM at a line rate. This goal is achieved by placing a FIB
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in Ternary-Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) chips. Entries in TCAM should be sorted by their prefix
lengths, starting with the longest prefix. The bits of an IP address are matched against all the prefixes in
parallel, and the highest in position matching prefix is selected.
The design of TCAM makes it significantly more expensive than Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) or
Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) chips [16, 37, 54]. The cost of storage per single bit in TCAM
is about 30 times more expensive than in SRAM due to the greater number of transistors [16], [54]. While
a TCAM chip occupies much larger physical space than SRAM [52], the number of entries that TCAM
is able to maintain is smaller compared to both SRAM and DRAM. The size of TCAM available on the
market in 2016 was ranging from 1Mb to 72Mb [45]. Due to the high power demands of TCAM chips, the
smaller capacity TCAM are the most popular on the market. Meanwhile, the constant increase of prefixes in
the global FIB leads to TCAM overflow problem and forces network operators to upgrade their forwarding
devices with bigger-size TCAM [80].
In this work, we leverage different FIB compression techniques to mitigate TCAM overflow problem. In the
following chapter, we present FAQS, a FIB aggregation with Quick Selection, that compresses the forward-
ing table at the smaller cost than previous FIB aggregation techniques.
Chapter 3
FIB Aggregation with Quick Selections
3.1 Introduction
FIB aggregation refers to a process, that merges FIB entries with different prefixes and the same next-hop.
The rationale is that as long as data packets can be forwarded with the correct next-hop and reach their
destinations correctly, it is irrelevant using which route, either the original one or an aggregated one with
a different prefix length. While FIB aggregation may greatly compress the size of a FIB, the aggregation
process must ensure 100% forwarding correctness and should not change the forwarding behaviors for any
packet. In other words, the original and aggregated FIB tables should be Forwarding Equivalent.
In the following definition, we denote:
1. LPMω(T ) as a Longest Prefix Match of an IP address ω in a table T (see Definition 1 in Section 2.2
for a formal definition of a Longest Prefix Match).
2. NT (p) as a next-hop for a prefix p in a table T .
Definition 2. The forwarding tables T1, T2, ..., Tm are Forwarding Equivalent, if and only if, for every
single IP address ω = {0, 1}n, NT1(LPMω(T1)) = NT2(LPMω(T2)) = ... = NTm(LPMω(Tm)), where
n is the length of an IP address.
In Table 3.1a FIB entriesB andC have the same next-hop value as the entryA, which fully covers IP address
blocks of both B and C. Hence, excluding entries B and C from FIB table will not change the forwarding
behaviors for any packets matching against B or C, which preserves the Forwarding Equivalence of the
11
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Table 3.1: FIB aggregation process.












original and aggregated tables. Excluding entries D or E, in contrast, will not preserve the Forwarding
Equivalence, e.g., packets with destination IP addresses from these blocks will be forwarded to the next-hop
1 instead of 2.
A compressed FIB after aggregation is given in Table 3.1b with 3 entries, which yields the same forwarding
behaviors as the original unaggregated FIB (Table 3.1a). While this is a simple example of correct FIB
aggregation, more complicated cases need to be handled by an efficient aggregation algorithm. These cases
include handling overlapping routes, where the majority of prefixes share the same next-hops, however,
certain prefixes have different next-hops. Finally, FIB aggregation complicates BGP update handling, since
these updates are designated for original prefixes, rather than aggregated prefixes.
FIB aggregation module needs to operate at the control plane of a routing device, to compress the FIB before
pushing its entries into the data plane. Next, we describe the data structures we utilize for our proposed FAQS
algorithm.
3.2 Data structures
To aggregate real FIB tables with hundreds of thousand entries, the control plane’s aggregation algorithm
needs to utilize compact and efficient data structures. In this work, we leverage PATRICIA tree (PT) [55]
to store FIB entries. Similarly to a prefix binary tree, the nodes in such a tree correspond to prefixes (or bit
strings). More specifically, the root node corresponds to the prefix with the length 0; the left or the right
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Figure 3.1: PT and BT for FIB entries from Table 3.1a.
child of a node corresponds to a prefix with an appended bit 0 or 1 respectively. However, unlike a full
Binary Tree (BT), which requires the prefix length difference between a parent and child node to be exactly
one, the difference in a PT can be more than one. We illustrate the differences between a PT and a BT
representation in Figure 3.1 for the FIB in Table 3.1. Note that we call the nodes derived from the original
FIB table as REAL nodes, while ancillary nodes, required to bind real nodes are called as FAKE nodes.
In a BT, looking up the next-hop for a given destination address is based on its bits: starting from the first
bit, if a bit is 0, then move to the left branch of the BT, otherwise, move to the right. This is a recursive
process until an LPM prefix is found. In a PT, movements also stem from the difference between nodes’
levels and the bit values that reflect the branch that connects two nodes, however, a single movement can
include several bits instead of a single bit.
As we can observe, the use of a PT significantly reduces memory consumption and the number of memory
access times for a prefix search. This feature is especially critical for compact representation of IPv6 routing
tables which have 128-bit address space.
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3.3 Design
3.3.1 Static FIB aggregation
As it was mentioned above, our proposed algorithm, FIB Aggregation with Quick Selections (FAQS) uses a
data structure based on the PATRICIA tree (PT) [55]. Each node in a PT has the following fields (we denote
a node as n):
1. Node type, denoted by T(n). If a node was derived from an original FIB entry, the value is REAL;
otherwise, if a PT node is only an ancillary node that helps to form the PT, the value is FAKE. In
Figure 3.2(a), T(F) and T(G) are FAKE, and all the other nodes’ types, i.e., T(A), T(B), T(C), T(D),
T(E) are REAL.
2. Original next-hop. The next-hop value that is associated with an original FIB prefix and mapped to a
PT node, denoted by O(n). For a REAL node, it is taken from the FIB; for a FAKE node, it is derived
from the original hop of its nearest REAL ancestor node during the top-down instantiation described
below. This instantiation process is carried out during aggregation.
3. Selected next-hop. The next-hop value of a prefix after aggregation, denoted by S(n). Note that a
selected next-hop may be different from an original next-hop for the same prefix as long as aggregated
FIB has exactly the same forwarding behaviors as the original one.
4. FIB status, denoted by F(n). Indicates whether the prefix and its selected next-hop should be placed
in the FIB or not after FIB aggregation. F(n) can be equal to IN FIB or NON FIB. All routes with the
status F(n) equal to IN FIB account for the entire aggregated FIB.
We illustrate the initial PT for the FIB from Table 3.1a in Figure 3.2(a). At this stage, the selected next-hop
value and the FIB statuses of each node are unknown. In addition, the original next-hops for FAKE nodes are
not defined yet. All these missing attributes are set within a single traversal that we call Aggregation Round
- a depth-first traversal over the PT in a post-order manner. For the illustration, we divide Aggregation Round
traversal into repeating top-down and bottom-up phases. During the top-down phases FAQS algorithm sets
the original next-hop value of FAKE nodes equal to their parent’s original next-hop value. During the
bottom-up phases, FAQS algorithm sets the selected next-hop for each processed node and the FIB statuses
of its existing child nodes.
The FAQS algorithm chooses a selected next-hop for a node according to the rule A:
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Figure 3.2: Static FIB aggregation of FIB from Table 3.1a.
I. If a node n has both child nodes with prefix lengths more than n’s prefix length by one, then n’s
selected next-hop value is equal to:
1. Its original next-hop value O(n), if either left or right child nodes of n has the selected next-hop
value equal to O(n).
2. Left child’s selected next-hop value in other cases.
II. In all other cases, the selected next-hop S(n) is set equal to node’s original next-hop O(n).
Note 1: All leaf nodes’ selected next-hop values are equal to their original next-hop value.
Note 2: The root node with prefix 0/0 is always REAL and has a certain default original next-hop value,
if its prefix does not exist in RIB.
Intuitively, the selected next-hop value of a node is equal to its original next-hop if its corresponding prefix
is not fully overlapped by its children nodes’ prefixes or its original next-hop is equal to one of its children
nodes’ selected next-hop values. Otherwise, when a node n’s IP space is fully covered by its children’s
prefixes, we set n’s original next-hop value to its left child’s selected next-hop value. This rule allows FAQS
to preserve forwarding equivalence of the resulting FIB since the next-hop value of a prefix changes only
when (a) it was not a potential Longest Prefix Match in the original FIB table (i.e., its prefix space was fully
covered by other more specific prefixes); (b) the new next-hop value of a prefix p is equal to a next-hop
value one of p’s sub-prefixes.




Table 3.2: FIB entries after aggregation by FAQS.
After a node’s selected next-hop value is set, FAQS makes decision on the FIB status of each of its existing
child nodes according to the rule B:
If the left (right) child of a node n has a selected next-hop value different from n’s selected next-hop value
S(n), then set the status of the left (right) child to IN FIB, otherwise to NON FIB.
Note: the root node is always IN FIB.
In other words, a node will be installed in the FIB if its selected next-hop is different from its parent’s
selected next-hop.
Intuitively, we start aggregation from the leaf prefixes and recursively assign selected next-hops based on
their original next-hops. When a child’s selected next-hop is the same as its parent’s, the child’s prefix and
selected next-hop can be excluded from the aggregated FIB. The process stops at the root node, which is
always IN FIB. The resultant aggregated FIB will have exactly the same forwarding behaviors as the original
one.
The illustration of the top-down and bottom-up phases of the initial aggregation are given in Figures 3.2(b)
and 3.2(c). Post-order traversal begins with the leftmost node (node C) in the PT. While reaching node C,
during the top-down phase, the original next-hop value of the FAKE node F is set to 1, the original next-hop
value of F ’s closest REAL parent A.
Node C has no children nodes, so its selected next-hop value is set to its original value 1. Similarly, the
selected next-hop is set for all other leaf nodes. According to the rule A, because the difference between
the prefix lengths of the nodes F and C is more than 1, D’s selected next-hop value is equal to its original
next-hop value. In contrast, the difference of the prefix lengths of the node G and its children D and E is
equal to one. Because the selected next-hop ofD andE is different fromG’s original next-hop,G’s selected
next-hop is set to 2. Finally, A’s selected next-hop is equal to 1 (similarly to the node F ). Regarding FIB
status, according to the rule B, only nodes A and G will be installed in FIB, since A is the root node and
its selected next-hop is not equal to G’s selected next-hop. The resulting aggregated FIB is presented in
Table 3.2.
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Compared with the state-of-the-art ORTC-based FIFA algorithms [48], FAQS algorithm requires only one
traversal for the static FIB aggregation. The worst-case complexity of the initial FIB aggregation is equal to
O(k ∗N), where:
• k is the maximum prefix length in the FIB. In real routing tables, the length rarely exceeds 24;
• N is the number of nodes in a PT1.
FIFA requires two rounds: first, a post-order traversal in order to merge next-hops for each node, second,
a pre-order traversal to choose a selected next-hop from the merged next-hop set and to set the FIB status.
When aggregating real routing tables, the merged next-hop array in ORTC algorithm may contain tens of
elements. Moreover, each node of the PT constructed by the FAQS algorithm has only half of the attributes,
used in FIFA algorithms. This fact also adds to the reduction of memory usage and the number of memory
access times, as the number of next-hops in merged next-hop arrays can surpass 70 (see Section 3.4 for the
evaluation). The complexity of FIFA algorithms is O(k ∗ n ∗ m), where m is the maximum number of
elements in the merged next-hop array.
3.3.2 Incremental FIB update handling
Through BGP updates, ASes exchange routes between each other. During spikes, the number of updates
reaches several thousand. Thus it is essential to efficiently handle such updates. BGP update handling should
preserve the Forwarding Equivalence between the aggregated and original FIB tables.
BGP updates to a FIB consist of two categories:
1. Route announcements, including new routes and route changes;
2. Route withdrawals.
In the following, we describe how FAQS algorithm handles both categories.
• Route announcements: If the announced route is a new route, FAQS algorithm generates a REAL node
with the corresponding original next-hop in the PT; if it is a route update, it simply changes the original
next-hop value accordingly to the value propagated from the control plane. In order to maintain a good
aggregation ratio and forwarding correctness, the aggregated FIB needs to be re-aggregated. In FAQS, two
1N = 2 ∗ p− 1 in the worst case, where p is the number of prefixes in the FIB.
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portions of the PT may be affected: the subtree rooted at the updated node and the ancestors upon it. More
specifically, the original next-hop, the selected next-hop and the FIB status of each node under the sub-tree
need to be checked and updated if necessary. The process is similar to the procedure of the static FIB
aggregation for the entire PT. Also, the selected next-hop and the FIB status of each ancestor need to be
checked and refreshed if necessary to maintain forwarding correctness. The procedure seems to be tedious,
however, we leverage the following three crucial optimization techniques to greatly reduce the overall time
costs and memory access times.
1. When adding a REAL node or updating a FAKE node, if the original next-hop of this node’s parent
O(n.parent) is same as the new next-hop of the updated node O(n), then the top-down process can
immediately terminate, since a parent’s original next-hop in the subtree rooted at n does not change.
2. When updating the subtree, if the node type T(n) is REAL, then the top-down process can stop on
the current branch because the original next-hop of that node does not change. Similarly to the first
statement, the correctness is guaranteed because all FAKE nodes’ original next-hops are derived from
their nearest REAL ancestor’s original next-hop. When the updated node is above this REAL node n,
all original next-hops under n will not change.
3. During the period of updating the ancestors, if the newly selected next-hop of an ancestor n is the same
as the old one before the update, then the bottom-up traversal can stop. Since update only happens
on one branch and a parent’s selected next-hop is determined by its children’s selected next-hop, the
preservation of a selected next-hop of a node n guarantees the invariance of all nodes above it.
Algorithms 4, 5 and 6 (see Appendix A) illustrate the whole process of incremental update handling. Fig-
ure 3.3 demonstrates an example of a route update with a new next-hop, where the second and third opti-
mization techniques are applied. In the example, the node D has an update with the new next-hop 3. First,
the original next-hop changes to 3 and other fields are freed; then the update-tree process stops when en-
countering a REAL node G. After that, the update-ancestor process stops when the same selected next-hop
1 is discovered at node B. As a result, we can observe that only a small portion of the PT has been traversed
to incrementally handle the update.
In comparison with the FAQS algorithm, the ORTC-based FIFA algorithm [48] requires three steps for the
prefix update handling. First, it is the bottom-up post-order traversal in order to update the merged next-hop
sets. During the second step, the FIFA algorithm updates merged next-hop sets for each ancestor above
the updated node. The last step is the post-order traversal of the PT, where FIFA selects the next-hop
from the merged next-hop array and sets the FIB statuses as in the static aggregation algorithm. Overall,
FIFA achieves the optimal aggregation ratio at the cost of a greater number of memory accesses during the
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Figure 3.3: Incremental FIB update handling by FAQS.
Figure 3.4: Prefix withdrawal handling by FAQS.
optimization of the updated PT. Later in Section 3.4 we show that this causes significant delays in processing
FIB updates if compared to the FAQS algorithm.
• Route withdrawals: The FAQS algorithm handles the prefix withdrawals within two steps:
1. Node removal. First, FAQS looks up the corresponding REAL node from the PT. If the node is found,
then FAQS checks if it is removable. A removable node refers to a node, which will not affect the PT
structure after its deletion. In such a case, FAQS deletes the node and reorganizes the pointers of its
parent and child. Otherwise, if the node is not removable, FAQS changes its type to FAKE and frees
the values of the original next-hop, the selected next-hop, and the FIB status.
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2. PT update. Starting from the parent node of the deleted or updated node, the incremental update
process will be the same as the case of route announcements. First, FAQS does a top-down update of
the original next-hops of nodes on the subtree; next, it bottom-up updates the values of the selected
next-hops and the FIB status of each node all the way to the point where a newly selected next-hop
does not change. The three optimization techniques used in route announcements apply here as well.
We illustrate prefix withdrawal operation in FAQS in Figure 3.4. In the example, the prefix associated with
the node D should be removed. First, FAQS sets the type of the node D to FAKE and updates its next-
hop with the nearest ancestor’s original next-hop value. Since the node D has two children nodes, it is an
ancillary node and can not be removed from PT. Next, FAQS updates the sub-tree rooted at D and stops at
REAL nodes E and G. During this short traversal, D sets its selected next-hop to 1 (since the prefix length
difference between D and E is 2) and G is pushed into the FIB. Finally, FAQS updates performs a bottom-up
traversal and stops at B, since B’s next-hop does not change. Because B’s child node D has the same selected
next-hop, D is removed from the FIB.
Similarly to update handling, FAQS requires fewer memory accesses to process route withdrawals. As route
withdrawals are handled identically to route updates, both operations have the same worst-case complexity,
O(k ∗ N), where k is the longest prefix in the table, and N in the number of nodes in a PT. However, in
reality, the number of accesses is much less, thanks to the optimization techniques, namely, terminating the
top-down traversal on REAL nodes and the bottom-up traversal on the nodes that do not change their selected
next-hop.
3.4 Evaluation of FAQS
We used realistic IPv4 and IPv6 routing tables from 2011 to 2016 in Route Views project [5] for the eval-
uation. We collected several baseline routing tables on 01/01/2011 for both IPv4 and IPv6 and applied all
following updates to obtain the aggregation results. We use AS neighbors as the next-hops for FIB tables,
because local FIB interface information is not available in the dataset. Normally, the number of interfaces in
a FIB is much less than the number of its neighbors. Thus our results underestimate the real FIB aggregation
effects. We verified the forwarding equivalence of the aggregated and original tables with our designed tool
VeriTable [32]. We briefly describe VeriTable in the next subsection. We ran our experiment on an Intel
Xeon Processor E5-2603 v3 1.60GHz machine.
We compared our FAQS algorithm against the optimal ORTC-based FIFA-S [48] aggregation algorithm.
Unlike FIFA-T, a faster version of FIFA algorithms, FIFA-S has significantly smaller FIB bursts, which is
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critical since writing operations on TCAM are slow [12].
We used the following metrics for our experiment:
1. FIB size: the total number of entries before and after aggregation. Aggregation Ratio is calculated as
the ratio between the total number of the FIB entries after aggregation and before aggregation.
2. FIB aggregation time: the time spent handling all route updates by the aggregation algorithm (before
pushing FIB changes into the data plane).
3. Total number of FIB changes: the total number of FIB changes that are pushed into the data plane by
the aggregation module upon handling all route updates. One route update from the control plane may
result in zero or more changes to the data plane FIB due to the incremental FIB aggregation process.
If there is no aggregation, one route update corresponds to one FIB change.
4. FIB burst: the number of FIB changes caused by a single route update, either a route announcement
or a withdrawal.
5. Peak aggregation time cost: the time spent to handle a routing announcement, that caused the heaviest
FIB burst.
3.4.1 Verifying the Forwarding Equivalence with VeriTable
Verifying the equivalence of forwarding behavior of routing tables is essential for several cases. First, it
is used in order to guarantee the correctness of the forwarding table in the data plane, derived from the
control plane [19,21,68]. Second, network operators need to verify the consistency of the forwarding tables
inside their networks [39, 40]. Finally, upon modification of the forwarding table due to FIB aggregation
or caching techniques, the forwarding behavior of a router shall not change. Specifically for this case, we
designed VeriTable [32], that is able to quickly verify the equivalence of multiple forwarding tables. The
algorithm of VeriTable is built upon a theorem we prove below.
The formal definition of the Longest Prefix Matching and Forwarding Equivalence is given in Section 2.2
(Definition 1) and Section 3.1 (Definition 2) respectively.
In addition, we denote:
1. LPMω(T ) as a Longest Prefix Match of an IP address ω in a table T .
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(a) Initial Joint PT (b) Joint PT after the top-down process (c) Joint PT after bottom-up verification
Nodes with non-empty labels are derived from at least one of the comparable forwarding tables, while the rest of the nodes are
auxiliary nodes helping to build the data structure. During the only post-order traversal over the tree, non-empty nodes are
initialized with the next-hops with respect to each forwarding table. Finally, the next-hops are compared within each node, to find
discrepancies between forwarding tables.
Figure 3.5: VeriTable algorithm.
2. NT (p) as a next-hop for a prefix p in a table T .
Theorem 1. Let T to be a joint forwarding table, built by merging individual forwarding tables T1, T2, ..., Tm.
Assume that p = LPMω(T ), then we can prove that ∀ω = {0, 1}n, LPMω(Ti) = LPMp(Ti), where n is
the length of an IP address and i = 1, 2, ...,m.
Proof. Let a prefix p be p1p2..pl (l ≤ n), and ω be ω1ω2..ωn. Suppose, p = LPMω(T ), then ω =
p1p2...plωl+1..ωn. We prove the theorem using contradiction. Suppose, LPMω(Ti) 6= LPMp1p2..pl(Ti),
namely, LPMp1p2...plωlωl+1..ωn(Ti) 6= LPMp1p2..pl(Ti). Then, according to the Definition 2, there exists a
different prefix p′ in the forwarding table Ti, such as its length lp′ > lp, and p′ is a prefix for w. But then, p′
exists in T . Thus, p can not be a Longest Prefix Match for ω in T (see Definition 2), which is contradictory
to the initial assumption of this theorem, that p = LPMω(T ).
We derive VeriTable property based on the Theorem 1: comparing next-hops for each ω in T1, T2, ..., Tm
is equivalent to comparing next-hops for each p in T1, T2, ..., Tm. Thus the new definition of Forwarding
Equivalence:
Definition 3. The forwarding tables T1, T2, ..., Tm are Forwarding Equivalent, if and only if, ∀ω = {0, 1}n,
∀p = LPMω(T ), where T is the union of T1, T2, ..., Tm, NT1(LPMp(T1)) = NT2(LPMp(T2)) = ... =






























Figure 3.6: AS neighbor statistics.
NTm(LPMp(Tm)).
Based on this new definition, we designed an algorithm, that builds a joint forwarding table out of the
comparable tables (using the PATRICIA Tree data structure), identifies the next-hop values of LPM prefixes
in each of the comparable tables and compares those values in order to find discrepancies. The pseudo-code
of the algorithm is given in Appendix E. The efficiency of VeriTable was shown in [32].
3.4.2 IPv4 results
We use five routing tables from different ASes to demonstrate the dependency of aggregation performance
on the number of neighbors (i.e. the number of possible next-hops). The number of next-hops ranges from
21 to 4500. To illustrate the extreme cases, when an AS has the maximum or the minimum number of
neighbors, we took AS 3356 (hop IP address 4.69.184.193) and AS 3130 (hop IP address 147.28.7.2). AS
3356 had almost 3000 neighbors at the beginning of 2011 and more than 4500 neighbors on 12/31/2016.
For AS 3130 these numbers are 22 and 21 respectively. The number of neighbors was calculated according
to the routing tables of those ASes. See Figure 3.6 for the neighborhood statistics of each AS whose IPv4
data we used in this evaluation.
We begin with AS 3356. There are more than 426 million route updates to be handled for the 6-year period.
Figure 3.7(a) shows the size of FIB aggregated by FAQS and FIFA-S algorithms, as well as the size of the
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AS nu pavg Algorithms r nc/nu taggr tpeak nb = 0 nb = 1 nb ≤ 30 bmax m
3356 426551755 3746
FAQS 0.43 1.27 0.94µs 3.09ms 12.75% 56.21% 99.97% 1443 175MB
FIFA 0.37 1.84 2.38µs 10.29ms 12.85% 64.23% 99.98% 1496 228MB
7018 782293331 2397
FAQS 0.41 1.21 0.94µs 3.09ms 16.43% 61.71% 99.99% 1854 175MB
FIFA 0.34 1.78 2.06µs 8.39ms 16.38% 54.57% 99.97% 1892 229MB
8492 1037150247 1126
FAQS 0.39 1.37 0.93µs 3.27ms 6.05% 69.45% 99.97% 4268 178MB
FIFA 0.32 1.90 2.33µs 12.14ms 6.40% 63.77% 99.97% 4657 233MB
1239 295214072 739
FAQS 0.42 1.28 1.09µs 3.56ms 13.18% 62.18% 99.98% 1585 175MB
FIFA 0.36 1.91 2.69µs 12.68ms 13.38% 55.03% 99.97% 1952 229MB
3130 402445005 23
FAQS 0.27 1.23 0.95µs 3.26ms 14.69% 63.50% 99.98% 6464 174MB
FIFA 0.20 1.68 2.04µs 16.02ms 14.91% 56.74% 99.98% 5524 228MB
(a) IPv4 routing tables
AS nu pavg Algorithms r nc/nu taggr tpeak nb = 0 nb = 1 nb ≤ 30 bmax m
6939 122903741 2725
FAQS 0.63 1.06 0.76µs 1.27ms 7.08% 84.19% 99.99% 181 11MB
FIFA 0.61 1.18 1.33µs 2.97ms 7.09% 81.19% 99.98% 258 14MB
33437 33486605 7
FAQS 0.58 0.98 0.90µs 1.42ms 17.47% 73.68% 99.99% 2447 11MB
FIFA 0.56 1.11 1.43µs 2.48ms 17.46% 68.33% 99.99% 2432 14MB
(b) IPv6 routing tables
nu - the number of FIB updates; pavg - average peer number; r - aggregation ratio; nc/nu - the ratio
between the number of FIB changes and FIB updates; taggr - average aggregation time per update; tpeak -
peak aggregation time; nb - percentage of updates with burst values 0, 1 and below 30; bmax - maximum
burst value; m - memory consumption.
Table 3.3: Evaluation summary.





















































































































































































Figure 3.8: FIB aggregation of IPv4 routing table (AS 3130).
original FIB during the 6-year period from 2011 to 2016. Figure 3.9(a) more clearly illustrates the margin
between FIB ratio values of FAQS and FIFA-S. At the end of 2016, FAQS algorithm reduces the FIB by
57%. FIFA-S reduces the same FIB by 63%. The better aggregation ratio by FIFA-S algorithm is achieved
by additional traversals. This results in higher aggregation costs, as illustrated in Figure 3.7(b). Aggregation
time costs when using FAQS are more than twice less. On average, FAQS spends 0.94µs per one FIB update.
For FIFA-S algorithm the average FIB update cost was 2.38µs. The peak aggregation time in FAQS is 3
times less than in FIFA (3.09ms vs 10.29ms).
The smaller number of FIB changes to the FIB, the better performance. Figure 3.7(c) shows that FAQS
algorithm generates 31% less number of FIB changes than that of FIFA-S algorithm (543,309,259 vs
786,633,132). The average number of FIB changes per update is 1.27 for FAQS and 1.84 for FIFA-S. Both
algorithms have similar distribution for the size of FIB bursts as shown in Table 3.3(a). The vast majority
of FIB bursts (more than 99.97%) in both algorithms consist of 30 FIB changes and less. The largest FIB
burst for FAQS is 1443, which is slightly smaller that FIFA-S (1496). Nonetheless, the update handling










































Figure 3.9: FIB ratio, IPv4 FIB tables.
time cost for the largest burst in FAQS takes only 30% of running time of FIFA-S.
Since AS 3130 has a considerably smaller number of neighbors than AS 3356, it is expected that the aggre-
gation ratio for its routing table is smaller. Indeed, Figure 3.9(b) shows that FAQS can reduce the FIB size
by 73% and FIFA-S by 80% at most. The more compressed state of FIB may cause larger FIB bursts, as we
can see from this experiment. In the case of AS 3130, the percentage of FIB bursts with less than 30 FIB
updates is again negligible: 99.98% for both FAQS and FIFA-S. The maximum FIB burst value for FAQS
was 6464, while for FIFA-S it was equal to 5524. However, FAQS’s peak aggregation time cost was 3.26
ms, which is less than FIFA-S’ (16.02 ms) by 80%. Figure 3.8 illustrates performance of FAQS and FIFA-S
for the next-hop AS 3130.
Table 3.3(a) presents other evaluation results of FIB aggregation for five ASes. It is interesting to observe
that a large percentage (6.05%-14.91%) of FIB updates result in zero FIB changes (column nb=0). Overall,
for IPv4 protocol, FAQS algorithm is more than two times faster than FIFA-S on average and is more than
three times faster during peak FIB bursts.
3.4.3 IPv6 results
To the best of our knowledge, in this work, we for the first time evaluate IPv6 routing tables aggregation.
We aggregated FIB tables from AS 6939 (hop IP address 2001:470:0:1a::1) and AS 33437 (hop IP address
2001:4810::1) with the maximum and the minimum (3501 and 7 respectively) number of neighbor ASes in
our collected dataset. The total number of route updates to be handled is more than 122 million. Figure 3.10


























































































Figure 3.10: FIB aggregation of IPv6 routing table (AS 6939).
shows the curves of FIB size, aggregation time and the total number of FIB changes. In Figure 3.10(a), we
can observe that the size of IPv6 routing tables has increased dramatically since six years back when there
were only less than 5,000 entries. At the end of 2016, it has been close to 35,000. Due to the small size, the
aggregation ratios for both FAQS and FIFA-S are around 60%, which are not as good as IPv4. Since FIFA-S
outputs the smallest aggregated FIB, FAQS’s aggregation ratio for IPv6 is close to optimal. Remarkably, the
running time of FAQS is a much lower than FIFA-S (90s vs 160s in Figure 3.10(b)) while they have similar
aggregation ratios, which again attributes to the one-time subtree traversal with three important optimization
techniques for FAQS while FIFA-S uses two traversals. Table 3.3(b) demonstrates results for both AS6939
and AS33437. AS33437 has only 7 next-hops, thus the aggregation ratio is better (58% vs 56% for FAQS and
FIFA-S, respectively) and the burst size is larger than the one in AS6939, because one update in AS33437
may affect a larger area of next-hops.
3.5 FAQS. Conclusion
FIB Aggregation with Quick Selections (FAQS) is a new FIB aggregation algorithm, that leverages compact
data structures and three unique optimization techniques to quickly and incrementally select next-hops when
handling route updates. As a result, FAQS can run up to 2.53 and 1.75 times faster for IPv4 and IPv6,
respectively, than the optimal FIB aggregation algorithm while achieving near-optimal aggregation ratio.
Meanwhile, it consumes much less memory and generates a significantly smaller number of FIB changes
when carrying out frequent updates. The performance enhancement of the new algorithm addresses many
concerns from ISPs regarding performance issues and enhances the probability to push FIB aggregation
techniques further to the level of production adoption by the industry.
Chapter 4
A Programmable FIB Caching Architecture
4.1 Introduction
FIB (or route) caching, i.e., storing popular IP prefixes in the expensive TCAM memory and the rest of it
on a cheaper memory, leverages the fact that only a small part of IP prefixes carries the most of the traffic.
In fact, according to the evaluation in [25], only 1.93% of FIB entries cover more than 99.5% of flows
going through an ISP network. Moreover, according to Comcast, 72% of FIB entries do not carry traffic
over a week [14]. The high skewness between the number of popular and unpopular routes was studied and
confirmed in [41, 64]. According to these statistics, FIB caching may greatly offload the routing table in
TCAM from unpopular routes, prolonging the lifetime of these expensive memory chips and reducing its
operational costs.
However, FIB caching faces several challenges that impede its widespread deployment at an ISP level. First,
it may result in latency issues when cache missing events occur, i.e., when an LPM lookup at TCAM fails
and an additional lookup is performed on a slow memory. Moreover, simultaneous cache misses can lead to
packet losses if a slow memory’s buffers are full [41]. Second, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack
of an efficient cache victim selection procedure. LRU (Least Recently Used) policy, shown to be the most
optimal in [25,41], is a software solution and can not be implemented for large prefix tables [75] on TCAM.
Third, overlapping entries in a FIB cache and the secondary FIB might lead to the problem known as cache
hiding.
Cache hiding is a natural problem that comes from dropping entries from a routing table that uses the LPM
rule to find a match for an IP address. For example, suppose the secondary FIB contains a more specific
28
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An IP packet was forwarded to the port B instead of the port A
due to the cache hiding error
Figure 4.1: Cache hiding example.
prefix pA = 128.153.64.0/18 than a prefix pB = 128.153.0.0/16 existing in a cache. The next-hop assigned
to pA in the secondary FIB is A, while IP packets with addresses matching pB are forwarded to a next-hop
B. In such case, a packet with IP destination address 128.153.183.226 matching pA will be forwarded to the
next-hop B rather than A, since in the cached FIB its Longest Prefix Match is the prefix pB . We illustrate
this case in Figure 4.1. Cache hiding may be caused by:
1. Incorrect initial cache with less specific prefixes than in the secondary FIB on a slow memory;
2. A BGP prefix announcement, when a more specific prefix than another prefix existing in a cache is
installed into the secondary FIB;
3. Similarly, BGP withdrawal might cause a situation when a cache contains less specific entries than in
the secondary FIB.
When designing PFCA, we aimed to minimize cache-miss latencies, develop an efficient and fast cache
victim selection procedure and avoid cache hiding problem. To this end, we leverage the emerging concept
of the programmable data plane which we briefly describe next in this work.
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Figure 4.2: Portable Switch Architecture (PSA).
4.2 Programmable data plane
The numerous emerging heavy-workload IT applications require the underlying network to quickly adapt to
their demands. Thus there is a need to build more programmable and less hardware-dependent networks.
OpenFlow protocol [50] and Software-Defined Networking [42] in general are important tools for build-
ing programmable networks focusing on a programmable control plane. However, OpenFlow switches are
constrained with a fixed data plane configuration. Differently, the switches standardized with the Portable
Switch Architecture (PSA) [58] provide the data plane with a reconfigurable parser, forwarding (or match-
action) tables, and ingress/egress pipelines. PSA switches can be fully programmed with P4 data program-
ming language [13]. In addition, PSA switches support packet cloning, packet recirculation, shared metadata
between different stages of the packet processing pipeline and provide access to data plane registers and hash
calculations.
Figure 4.2 shows the pipeline of PSA. It consists of programmable blocks, such as ingress and egress
pipelines, packet parsers and deparsers; hardware-constrained blocks responsible for packet replication and
buffering. The ingress and egress pipelines may contain registers and match-action tables with packet coun-
ters and meters attached to each entry. An output port is assigned to a packet when its’ headers leave the
ingress pipeline. Alternatively, a packet can be cloned to multiple output ports or forwarded to the control
plane. In addition, PSA data plane can be programmed to form packet digests for further analysis at the
control plane.
In our work, we leverage both PSA and P4 to design an architecture for efficient FIB caching. In addition
to our data plane program, we use API generated by P4 compiler to build the partial prototype of our FIB
caching solution and simulate it in a P4 software switch. Note that the work on PSA compiler is still in
progress, however, the design proposed in this work is compatible with the proposed PSA specification [58].
We call our new design a Programmable FIB Caching Architecture (PFCA). In PFCA, we adopt several
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features of PSA, P4 and programming data planes in general. We enumerate those features below:
1. We take advantage of the programmability of match-action tables to design two different levels of a
FIB cache in the data plane. In addition, the rest of a FIB on a slow memory unit stays in the data
plane as well.
2. We leverage the programmability of the ingress and egress pipelines in PSA, which allows PFCA to
process cache-miss packets entirely in the data plane. Packets that did not find a matching entry in
Level-1 cache are directed to Level-2 cache and the slow FIB, located on the slower memory units.
3. Several of the targets for programmable data plane, like TOFINO switches, support parallel packet
lookup against multiple match-action tables [7, 13]. In our design, packets that found no matching
prefix in Level-1 cache are then matched against Level-2 cache and the slow FIB in parallel, in order
to decrease cache-miss latency.
4. PFCA uses P4 meters, registers and hash functions to identify unpopular and popular routes, trigger
cache replacement operations and conduct pipeline-based packet processing. More specifically, we
detect the heavy flows and collect the light-weight flows for the future cache replacement ”on-fly”,
without a need for iterating through large forwarding tables.
5. The programmability of PSA switches allows the network operator to tune a switch’s parameters, such
as cache installation thresholds, the cache sizes and light-weight flow filter size in order to adapt the
switch to different traffic patterns.
4.3 Design
4.3.1 Overview
We illustrate the design of PFCA in Figure 4.3. Same as in a typical router, the control plane in PFCA is
responsible for collecting and distributing routes, selecting best routes and installing them into the forward-
ing tables. In addition to that, the PFCA control plane contains the Route Manager module, which stores
the full FIB, generates the set of non-overlapping routes and distributes them among the tables of the data
plane. The data plane of PFCA is based on Portable Switch Architecture (PSA) and consists of a packet
parser, ingress and egress pipelines, packet deparsers and buffers. We construct the ingress pipeline of the
PFCA switch with three forwarding tables:
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Figure 4.3: FIB caching architecture.
1. Level-1 cache stored in TCAM for the most popular prefixes;
2. Level-2 cache stored in SRAM for less popular prefixes;
3. The secondary FIB with unpopular prefixes in DRAM (a ”slow” FIB).
The essential part of our design is the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module, that is placed in the ingress
pipeline and processes packets that were assigned a next-hop in Level-1 or Level-2 cache. The two-layer
cache architecture with an SRAM chip in the Level-2 cache minimizes delays in case of Level-1 cache
misses. To keep track of the most popular flows, every FIB entry in Level-1 cache, Level-2 cache, and the
slow FIB is linked with a traffic popularity meter.
Overall, PFCA does not require specific hardware compared to standard programmable switches such as
Tofino, where the ingress pipeline is built upon different types of memory, such as TCAM and SRAM [74].
The two-layer cache architecture with an SRAM chip in the Level-2 cache minimizes delays in case of
Level-1 cache misses. To keep track of the most popular flows, every FIB entry in Level-1 cache, Level-2
cache and the slow FIB is linked with a traffic popularity meter.
PFCA’s overall workflow is as follows: first, when a packet arrives at the data plane, the parser decouples
the Ethernet and IP headers of a packet. Next, the packet’s destination IP address is matched against Level-
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1 cache, located on a TCAM chip. If there is a hit, the matched prefix is processed through the Light
Traffic Hitters Detection module, that collects into its hash tables the least popular prefixes as cache victims.
Subsequently, the packet’s Ethernet frame header is rewritten, the packet is passed to the egress pipeline,
re-assembled and forwarded to the corresponding next-hop. If there is a Level-1 cache miss, the packet is
matched to both the Level-2 cache and DRAM table in parallel. The match on Level-2 cache leads to the
same procedure as with a Level-1 cache hit, except that in this case, Light Traffic Hitters Detection operates
with the prefixes from the Level-2 cache. For a match on DRAM, there is no further processing of a packet
and it is immediately passed to the egress pipeline.
We leverage parallel table matching [7,73] of the programmable data plane in order to minimize latencies in
case of a Level-2 cache miss. The overhead may be a concern here, but note that as we show in Section 4.6,
only a tiny part of the traffic (less than 0.2%) is forwarded towards the second stage table matching. For
instance, if the total traffic rate is 1 Tbps at a router, then Level-2 cache and DRAM only needs to handle less
than 2 Gbps of the traffic, which is an easy task for a typical modern routing device. Therefore, compared
with an existing router without caching capabilities, both hardware costs and energy consumption in the new
solution will be significantly reduced.
Next, we present the detailed description of the Route Manager functionality and Light Traffic Hitters De-
tection module.
4.3.2 Route manager
The Route Manager (RM) belongs to the control plane and is responsible for several tasks in PFCA:
1. Control plane initialization;
2. Data plane initialization;
3. BGP update handling;
4. Popular routes installation.
In this section, we give a detailed description of each of these tasks.
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Control plane initialization
RM receives the initial FIB entries from the control plane’s BGP instance. Alternatively, the control plane
may collect the network routes through OSPF, IS-IS or other network protocols; in this work, we assume
that the control plane uses BGP. To avoid cache hiding of a prefix (see Section 4.1), RM converts the original
prefixes into a set of non-overlapping prefixes. We call this procedure as ”prefix extension”. Prefix extension
is performed by adding the original prefixes into the full binary tree with the following properties:
1. Each node in the tree may have zero or two children.
2. The root node of the tree corresponds to the root prefix 0/0.
3. The left (right) child of a node corresponds to a more specific prefix with an appended 0 (1) bit.
To add a new prefix p with a length l to the full binary tree, RM traverses the tree from the root, using the
path defined by the bits of p. If the path ends at a level l’, RM will generate l-l’ sibling nodes to ensure
that the new set of leaf nodes will not contain any overlapping prefixes. The nodes generated during prefix
extension inherit the next-hops of their closest parent nodes that relate to an original prefix.
Alternatively, we could generate non-overlapping prefixes on-fly, when moving less specific prefixes into
the higher-lever memory. However, with such an approach, a ”hot” entry migration to a cache might be
delayed by prefix extensions due to costly computations at the control plane (see Section 4.5 for complexity
analysis). To avoid these delays, PFCA performs prefix extensions pro-actively upon BGP updates.
After all original prefixes are added to the full binary tree, RM collects the set of non-overlapping prefixes
using the leaf nodes of the tree. Each leaf node has four parameters:
1. The value of the prefix associated with a node;
2. The corresponding next-hop;
3. Cache flag, indicating the current location of the prefix in the data plane. Possible values are 0
(DRAM), 1 (Level-1 cache on TCAM) and 2 (Level-2 cache on SRAM).
4. REAL/FAKE flag, indicating if this node and its prefix was generated during prefix extension.
The new set has an equivalent forwarding behavior as the original routing table. Meanwhile, the size of
the non-overlapping set is larger than the size of the original routing table. For example, an FIB containing
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The dashed nodes are generated when adding the prefix 128.153.64.0/18 to the tree.
Figure 4.4: Prefix extension in PFCA.
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599,298 prefixes generates 844,108 non-overlapping prefixes [32]. However, the increase in size of the
full FIB is not a concern here, as FIB caching dramatically reduces the number of entries in the expensive
TCAM memory, as we show in Section 4.6. In addition, since we use only non-overlapping prefixes, the
LPM operation on TCAM does not require strict ordering of the table’s entries by their prefix length.
We illustrate prefix extension in Figure 4.4, where we use prefixes from the cache hiding example given in
Figure 4.1.
Data plane initialization
Initially, the cache flag values for every node in a tree is set 0 and the corresponding prefixes are installed
only into the FIB table on DRAM. There are several ways to fill up the initial caches. One way is simply
a traffic-driven initialization (”cold start”), based on real-time pass-through traffic. More specifically, as
network traffic goes through the switch, popular prefixes are being identified and migrated to the Level-
2 cache table, located on an SRAM chip. Eventually, the most popular entries in the Level-2 cache are
migrated to the Level-1 cache. As RM performs the migration task, it updates the flags of corresponding
leaf nodes of its prefix binary tree.
Another way to initialize FIB caches is by analyzing the traffic history to identify the most popular routes
and install them into the cache before operating the router. Alternatively, in [47], authors select the less
specific routes for the initial cache. In this work, we use ”cold start”, as it results in a more stable cache than
the other approaches.
BGP update handling
BGP updates (i.e. route announcements and withdrawals) are notified to RM by the control plane’s BGP
daemon. Since caches and a full FIB in the data plane contain extended non-overlapping prefixes, a single
BGP update may result in multiple changes. In this subsection we describe how PFCA handles each type of
a BGP update.
• For an announcement of a new next-hop for an existing prefix, RM first updates its own version of the
full FIB (i.e., the prefix binary tree). If the updated prefix p is located on a leaf node, then RM needs to push
the update of p into the data plane. Otherwise, if the updated prefix p is located on an internal node, then
RM performs a tree traversal in order to update all FAKE nodes that inherited their next-hop value from p.
For each traversed leaf node, RM pushes the updates into the forwarding tables, according to the cache flag
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Figure 4.5: BGP updates processing by RM.
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of that node.
• Announcement of a new prefix is less trivial since it requires additional check if such update introduces
new overlapping prefixes in the forwarding tables of the data plane, which can lead to the cache hiding
problem. By default, the route manager needs to install the new prefix into the slowest memory. If a new
prefix p is more specific than an existing prefix p′, RM fragments p′ into a set of non-overlapping prefixes
that includes the prefix p. This is done by installing the node for p and generating sibling nodes for each
level of the tree between p and p′. These nodes will inherit the next-hop value of p′ and will comprise the
set of fragments of p′. After, (1) RM installs those fragments into the table where p′ was located; (2) p is
being installed into DRAM.
• For a prefix withdrawal, RM checks if such prefix p or its fragmented prefixes exist in the data plane
and the hash tables of the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module and removes the prefix(es) from there if
so. More specifically, RM traverses the branch of its prefix binary tree rooted at p, and checks the flags of
the FAKE leaf nodes that inherited their next-hop from p and performs prefix deletions from the forwarding
tables, respectively to the values of the flags.
Although PFCA allows multiple changes in the forwarding tables upon a single BGP update, most of the
BGP updates do not affect the popular routes in both caches, as we show in Section 4.6. Therefore, a great
advantage of using PFCA is that it can avoid massive expensive writing operations on TCAM and SRAM,
and thus boost the network throughput.
We present the graph that illustrates a BGP update process in Figure 4.5. Note that the root node in the
binary tree at RM is assigned with a default next-hop 0.
Popular routes installation
In our design, RM performs prefix migration to a faster cache table once a prefix installed in the Level-2
cache in SRAM or the slow FIB in DRAM reaches a certain number of matches over a period of time, e.g.,
100 hits/s. A threshold can be configured depending on several factors, such as the volume of the traffic and
the available memory on TCAM/SRAM. After the prefix is migrated, its counter is set to 0. In case a faster
cache table is full, before installing a new entry, RM randomly picks a victim cache entry from the Light
Traffic Hitters Detection module and evicts that entry back to the slower memory (see Figure 4.6 for the data
plane workflow). We describe the cache victim selection process in the next subsection.
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p: Prefix NH(p): Next-hop for p
C(p): Counter for prefix p T : Threshold
Figure 4.6: Data plane workflow
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(a) Insertion of the matched prefix 01011 into the 1st hash table
(b) Insertion of the prefix 11101 into the 2nd hash table
Removal of the duplicate of 01011 from the 2nd hash table
(c) The prefix 11111 does not replace the less popular
prefix 10010 in the 3rd hash table
Figure 4.7: Light Traffic Hitters Detection. Example.
4.3.3 Light Traffic Hitters Detection
One of the biggest impediments to implement an efficient FIB caching architecture was the lack of an
effective mechanism to quickly and accurately identify the unpopular routes for cache replacement. Due to
extremely high rates of the network traffic, the flow monitoring by the control plane is associated with high
bandwidth and computational costs.
In this work, we introduce a Light Traffic Hitters Detection module to find the least popular prefixes inside
the data plane, without real-time scanning through the entire prefix list in the caches. Our approach is
inspired by the algorithm described in [67] for finding n most popular flows (”Heavy-Hitters”). In their
work, Sivaraman et al. propose HashPipe, that uses d disjoint hash tables T1, T2, .., Td in a pipeline for
collecting and storing the heaviest flows at a line rate. Each table in HashPipe is associated with an
independent hash function h1, h2, .., hd which returns the ith slot in a corresponding table. When a packet
arrives at the first table (Stage 1), HashPipe calculates the hash key using h1 function and the flow key
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k. Suppose, the output of h1(k) is the slot i. If the ith slot is empty, then HashPipe installs the flow key
k and its corresponding counter value c into the first table. If the slot is occupied by a flow with the same
key k, then its counter value is updated with c. If the slot is occupied by another flow with the key k′ and
it has a smaller counter value c′ < c, k′ is evicted from the first table and ”carried” to the next hash table
(Stage 2) along with its counter. The flow key k and the corresponding counter value is installed instead of
k′. Otherwise, if the flow with the key k′ is more popular than k, k flow is carried to Stage 2. The whole
process is repeated until the last stage.
One side effect of HashPipe is that duplicate entries may appear at different stages of the hash tables. For
example, let hn(k) represent the hash value of key k in the nth hash table. Now, suppose h1(k1) = h1(k2),
where k1 is a more popular flow than k2 and k1 occupies the ith slot in the first hash table. Assume at the
second stage, the flow k2 is installed in the jth slot. Later, the flow k2 becomes more popular than k1, and
when the flow k2 is carried through the first hash table, it displaces k1 and its counter from the ith slot. Thus,
the first and the second tables contain a duplicate entry with the flow k2 (at ith and jth slots respectively).
Based on the similar idea in HashPipe, we designed a new pipeline of multiple stages to detect the least
popular flows (i.e. prefixes) for quick cache replacement. In addition, we addressed hash entry duplicate
issues, since (a) the duplicate entries occupy the slots that can be used for other flows; (b) duplicates com-
plicate the hash entry removal upon cache eviction requests.
To collect the least popular prefixes, LTHD uses d disjoint hash tables T1, T2, .., Td in the data plane (see
Figure 4.7). Each of the tables is assigned with a specific hash key h1, h2, .., hd. On a cache hit, the matched
prefix p and its counter value c is pipelined through the hash tables. Consequently, LTHD selects the most
popular prefix among p and prefixes at in tables T1, T2, .., Td and replaces that prefix with p, unless p is not
the most popular one. Next, we describe the mechanism of Light Traffic Hitters step-by-step.
We divide the operation of LTHD into d stages, where each stage corresponds to a hash table in the pipeline.
Suppose, a prefix lookup in a cache resulted into a prefix p1. In this case, PFCA updates p1’s counter c1 and
passes the tuple (p1, c1) to LTHD.
At the first stage, LTHD calculates the hash value i = h1(p1). If the ith slot of T1 is empty, LTHD installs
(p1, c1) into T1 and terminates. Otherwise, if it is occupied by another prefix (p2, c2), c1 is compared against
c2. If c1 ≥ c2, (p1, c1) is carried to the next stage of the pipeline. Otherwise, (p2, c2) is evicted from T1
and replaced by (p1, c1). (p2, c2) is then carried to the next stage instead of (p1, c1). The rest of LTHD’s
operation is exact as at the first stage, i.e., the hash value j = h2(p2) for the prefix p2 and c2 is compared
against the counter c3 of the prefix p3 residing at the slot j in the table T2. If c2 ≥ c3, (p2, c2) is carried to
the next stage; otherwise, (p3, c3) is replaced with (p2, c2) and carried to the next stage. To avoid duplicate
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entries in the pipeline, in case the initially carried tuple (p1, c1) is installed at a certain stage n, LTHD checks
the tables of the later stages m <= d until the first duplicate of p1 is found. Note that there is no need to
carry the key that was evicted at an earlier stage n and installed at a later stage m, d ≥ m > n, because
when the key was installed in the nth table, the possible duplicates in any table Tn′ , d ≥ n′ ≥ m > n,
should have been removed.
The pseudo-code of the first stage of LTHD is shown on Algorithm 7 (Appendix B). Figure 4.7 illustrates
an example 3-stage LTHD. At the first stage, the prefix p1=01011 with the hash h1(p1)=4 and counter c1=2
is compared against the prefix p2=11101 with counter c2=3, since p2 occupies the 4th slot in the first hash
table. Since c1¡c2, the prefix p1 replaces the prefix p2. At the next stage, the duplicate of p1 from the 2th
slot is removed; in addition, the prefix p2, carried from the first stage, replaces the more popular prefix
p3=11111. At the last stage, p3 does not replace the prefix 10010 since its counter c3 is greater by one.
Thus, the prefix p3 is evicted from the LTHD hash tables.
The pipelining in Light Traffic Hitters Detection happens in PFCA on each packet hit in Level-1 cache
(TCAM) or Level-2 cache (SRAM). Note that PFCA uses different hash pipelines for TCAM and SRAM to
separate victim prefixes for those forwarding tables.
4.4 P4 prototype
We built a partial prototype of PFCA in P416 data plane programming language [56] with respect to the
Portable Switch Architecture (PSA) [58]. The design of PSA is fully compatible with the PFCA architecture.
First, it allows the programmability of the ingress and egress pipelines. Next, a PSA switch can allocate
necessary registers to implement Light Traffic Hitters Detection module. The forwarding tables in the ingress
pipeline can be enriched with counters or meters per each entry, which enables heavy hitter detection with
PFCA1. Alternatively, P4 registers can be used for detecting the heavy flows. Upon such detection, the
ingress pipeline can generate a notification (via packet digest construction of PSA architecture) and send it
to the control plane port. Finally, several PSA targets support parallel matching against multiple tables in
the ingress pipeline [7, 73], as we design in PFCA with SRAM and DRAM forwarding tables.
In our P4 code, first, we defined the packet headers and the parser that decouples the Ethernet frame and IP
headers from a packet. Second, we defined the match-action tables for both caches and the FIB on DRAM.
Next, we defined the registers necessary for storing prefix counters and prefix hashes of Light Traffic Hitters
1According to the current specification of PSA, the values of the counters can not be read from the data plane. Implementing
PFCA with PSA will be facilitated if such constraint is eliminated.
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Detection module.
We show the snippets of the ingress pipeline code in Listing C.1 of Appendix C. Initially, we let ingress
traffic pass through Level-1 cache. In case of a table hit, a packet’s metadata field miss bit is set to zero,
so the control flow passes the packet’s header to a the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module. The module
is programmed in P4 using hashing functions available in the virtual P4 switch and the standard control
flow commands provided by P4. In case of a Level-1 cache miss, miss bit is set to one and the packet is
matched against Level-2 cache and the slow FIB. A Level-2 cache hit is treated similarly to a Level-1 cache
hit. We show the snippets of our P4 code for the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module in Listing C.2 of
Appendix C.
To program the prototype of the Route Manager in the control plane, we used API generated by P416 com-
piler based on our P4 code. As the works on P4 PSA compiler are still in progress, we used a different
switch model to run the emulation. We tested the partial PFCA implementation in bmv2 [57] virtual envi-
ronment for P4-programmed switches. In our current P4 prototype, PFCA is able to forward packets and
collect the victim routes into the hash tables of the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module. As the Route
Manager detects heavy flows in Level-2 cache or the slow FIB, it randomly chooses victim entries and per-
forms prefix migrations. In addition, the Route Manager handles the BGP update requests and applies them
to the forwarding tables of the data plane.
4.5 Complexity
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the algorithms proposed in PFCA. Adding a new prefix with the
length w into the binary tree at the Route Manager requires 2 ∗w memory accesses due to prefix extensions
at each level of a tree between the root node and the new node. Hence, the running time of a BGP update
handling is equal to O(2 ∗ w), when the new prefix is more specific than existing ones. In the meantime, in
a worst-case scenario, a BGP update for a less specific prefix p may require a full post-order traversal of the
tree rooted at a node corresponding to p. Such a traversal runs in O(2 ∗ n − 1), where n is the number of
entries in the routing table with the extended prefixes. As we show in Section 4.6, the BGP updates in fact
rarely affect popular entries in TCAM and thus the slight increase in the BGP update handling delay will
not degrade the forwarding correctness of the cache entries.
The complexity of the Light Traffic Hitters Detection (LTHD) module is critical for the performance of a
switch since it needs to track the least popular flows at high rates of the network traffic. Pipelining a matched
prefix through LTHD requires 2 ∗ d − 1 memory accesses at most, where d is the number of stages set up
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by the operator of a switch (in our evaluation, we use only 4 stages). The additional d− 1 memory accesses
stem from the necessity of removing a possible duplicate key from the tables Tm+1, ..., Td when installing a
new key at a stage m (see Section 4.4).
4.6 Evaluation of PFCA
4.6.1 Experiment setup
For the experiment, we used the following realistic datasets: (1) A routing table with 599,298 entries from
the RouteViews project [5]; (2) A one-hour traffic trace with 45,730 BGP updates from the RouteViews
project; (3) A one-hour anonymized traffic trace collected by the CAIDA [1] with more than 3.5 billions of
packets. All datasets were collected at 03/17/2016. By combining these three datasets we simulated a one-
hour operation of an L3 switch/router with PFCA. For a full simulation, we coded PFCA in C, including
the control plane with BGP updates handler, the Route Manager and the ingress pipeline with the Light
Traffic Hitters Detection module. We ran the experiment on an Intel Xeon Processor E5-2603 v3 1.60GHz
machine. The correctness of BGP update handling for an extended FIB table in PFCA was verified with
VeriTable [32]. We evaluated our FIB caching architecture with the following metrics:
1. Cache-miss ratio per 100K packets for Level-1 and Level-2 caches.
2. The number of cache installations/evictions in Level-1 and Level-2 caches.
3. The number of BGP updates applied to Level-1 and Level-2 caches.
We did not measure cache-miss latencies in this experiment since the lookup latency depends on the switch
target. However, the delay for a cache-missed packet can be estimated approximately as an LPM search
time on TCAM (≈4ns [78]).
4.6.2 Tuning the FIB caching architecture
Several parameters can affect the performance of PFCA. First, the number of stages in the Light Traffic
Hitters Detection module can be changed, along with the size of each hash table, similarly to HashPipe
proposed in [67]. Decreasing the size of the hash tables and increasing the number of stages may increase the
accuracy of the less popular routes selection. However, the tuning process is also constrained by the switch’s
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memory limit. Second, the popularity threshold for migrating a prefix to a faster memory may be changed
in Level-2 (SRAM) cache and the FIB in DRAM. The threshold affects the frequency of installations into
Level-1 (TCAM) and Level-2 caches, as well as the frequency of cache victim evictions and replacements
when a faster memory is full. A low value of the threshold typically results in more frequent installations
and victim evictions. Furthermore, we observed that frequent installations into a cache lead to an increasing
number of cache misses. On the other side, the high value of the threshold deters installations of heavy flow
prefixes into a faster memory, which might increase the number of cache-misses as well.
The optimal tuning of PFCA also depends on the memory size of TCAM/SRAM chips and the patterns of the
traffic on the switch. While the theoretical approach to finding the optimal tuning parameters will constitute
our future work, in this work we demonstrate the simulation results based on the following parameters:
1. For the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module, we set the number of stages to be 4, and the size of
each hash table to be 10. Since each entry in the module contains a 4-byte prefix and a counter, the
memory overhead for Light Traffic Hitters Detection is calculated as (4+4)∗4∗10=320 bytes. Because
we use separate cache victim tables for Level-1 and Level-2 caches, the overall overhead for the switch
memory is 640 bytes.
2. When the caches are not full, we set low thresholds in Level-2 cache and the slow FIB, 15 and 1,
respectively, to quickly initialize them.
3. If Level-1 cache is full, the threshold in Level-2 cache is set to 300 matches per minute.
4. If Level-2 cache is full, the threshold in the slow DRAM FIB is set to 100 matches per minute.
In the simulation, we assume the limits of TCAM and SRAM memory sizes to be 20K and 40K entries,
respectively. To verify the effectiveness of the chosen parameters, we ran a second experiment with a
different traffic trace and obtained similar results.
4.6.3 Results
We started our experiment with the empty Level-1 and Level-2 caches. As it can be seen from Figure 4.11,
both caches are filled quickly because of the low thresholds we set for cache initialization. During the
experiment, PFCA restricts Level-1 and Level-2 caches to 20K and 40K maximum entries respectively.






















































































Figure 4.10: Cache-miss ratio
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Cache-miss ratio
Cache-miss ratio is one of the most important characteristics to measure the performance of a FIB caching
algorithm or framework. Figure 4.8 shows the cache-miss ratio with popularity-based victim selection for
every 100K packets passing through the ingress pipeline of the switch. The least popular prefixes were
collected by the Light Hitter Detection module. At the beginning of the experiment, the miss ratios for
both cache tables were relatively high, since we did not initialize them up with empirically popular entries.
However, the number of misses decreases quickly as the popular prefixes are filled into Level-1 and Level-2
caches. On average, the miss ratio for Level-1 cache is slightly less than 0.175%, and the miss ratio for
Level-2 cache rarely exceeds 0.1% and is 0.015% on average. In general, the larger sizes of TCAM and
SRAM caches, the lower cache-miss ratios for both caches.
Figure 4.9 shows the cache-miss ratio for Level-1 and Level-2 caches for a similar FIB architecture with
random cache victim selection. The average miss ratio for Level-1 cache is 0.248% and the highest miss
ratio after cache initialization is over 1%, which is much higher than that in the popularity-based victim
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selection. For Level-2 cache, the average miss ratio is very close to the one for popularity-based victim
selection (≈0.015%). Such results for Level-2 cache can be explained by the observation that it consists of
prefixes whose popularity are more uniformly distributed. However, note that the random eviction results
are versatile and uncontrollable, thus it may lead to a large number of installations/evictions if a popular
prefix was selected. On the contrary, our popularity-based victim selection approach will always choose
relatively unpopular prefixes, and thus the results are more reliable and predictable.
In addition to evaluating random cache victim selection strategy, we simulated PFCA with the LRU-based
cache victim selection policy, i.e., an algorithm that stores prefixes in a heap and selects the last recently
matched prefix as a cache victim. Obviously, such an algorithm cannot be implemented in a switch due to
its complexity. However, our goal was to compare the results of LRU-based victim selection with our Light
Traffic Hitters Detection module. After running the simulation with the same data traces, we obtained the
average cache-miss ratio for Level-1 cache slightly worse than cache-victim selection based on light traf-
fic hitters (0.177% vs 0.175%). Similarly, for Level-2 cache, LRU-based victim selection resulted in more
cache-misses than when using Light Traffic Hitters Detection module (0.017% vs 0.015%). Figure 4.10
shows the cache miss ratio of LRU-based victim selection for every 100K packets during the experiment.
Overall, Light Traffic Hitters Detection achieves the smallest cache-miss ratio while using a line-rate algo-
rithm.
Installations/evictions in a full cache
Recall that the installations are triggered when a prefix in a slower memory becomes popular, i.e., its counter
reaches a threshold value. If the threshold is reached for a prefix in Level-2 cache, the prefix will be removed
from it and installed into Level-1 cache; if the threshold is reached for a prefix in the FIB on DRAM, the
prefix is installed into Level-2 cache and its Cache flag is set. Note that if a cache is full, each installation
requires eviction of another prefix from the cache.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the numbers of cache installations and evictions in a full Level-1 for (a) popularity-
based, (b) random and (c) LRU-based victim selection implementations. As we can observe in the graph,
the popularity-based approach yields nearly half of the number of cache installations and evictions, when
compared to the random victim selection approach. As expected, the LRU-based victim selection approach,
that chooses the least matched prefix as a cache victim, achieves the smallest value for installations and
evictions. However, as we show in 4.6.3, Light Traffic Hitters Detection module achieves the minimal cash-
miss ratio among those three approaches. On average, PFCA with the popularity-based approach installed
only 8 entries in Level-1 cache and 20 entries in Level-2 cache for every million of data packets.
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BGP updates impact
Figure 4.13 illustrates that 45,600 BGP updates triggered only 292 writes for Level-1 cache in TCAM and
1,120 writes for Level-2 cache in SRAM during a one-hour simulation. The results demonstrate that most of
the BGP updates are not linked with popular routes in the caches, which indicates that FIB caching utilizes
expensive routing memories more cost-effectively than existing practice. Intuitively, we can explain these
results by the fact that most of the BGP instability comes from misconfigurations and failures, which is
peculiar to the least popular destinations [22, 61].
An important advantage of PFCA is that it can minimize the number of expensive writing operations on
TCAM since each write in TCAM triggers resorting of the entries on the chip. Meanwhile, the number
of installations of popular routes is minimal once prefixes from heavy flows are installed into TCAM and
prefixes from active flows are installed into SRAM (see Figure 4.12). Note that the number of installations
into a table is equal to the number of evictions in case if the memory on a chip is full.
In general, the results show the efficiency of the proposed architecture. PFCA can achieve the minimal
number of misses with only 3.5% of the global FIB installed on TCAM and 13.2% of the global FIB
installed on SRAM, significantly reducing hardware and energy costs for these memory units.
4.7 PFCA. Discussion
One of the properties of PFCA is that its data plane operates with solely non-overlapping prefixes. Thus,
for each destination IP address, there can be only a single match in the FIBs of PFCA, rather than multiple
matches with different prefix lengths. This property cancels the necessity of conducting expensive Longest
Prefix Matching (LPM) lookups. While generating a non-overlapping set of prefixes increases the size of a
FIB and the churn caused by BGP updates, PFCA cancels these drawbacks by selecting a small subset of
popular prefixes for forwarding more than 99% of traffic; as we show in Section 4.6, this subset consists of
5% of entries of a full FIB rarely affected by BGP updates. With the elimination of LPM, prefixes on TCAM
no longer need to be sorted by their prefix lengths which significantly reduces the costs of entry insertions
and deletions. Moreover, it is possible to leverage PFCA for software switches that do not use expensive
TCAM memory and apply forwarding hash tables on a cheaper memory instead.
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4.8 PFCA. Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce a Programmable FIB Caching Architecture (PFCA) with two levels of FIB
cache in TCAM and SRAM respectively, and the slow FIB in DRAM memory. A great advantage of this
architecture is that operators can flexibly configure their TCAM and SRAM for efficient memory utilization.
In addition, we proposed the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module that performs pipeline-based cache vic-
tim selection for cache replacement. We designed PFCA based on Portable Switch Architecture (PSA) and
partially implemented its prototype using the P4 programming language. We demonstrated the effectiveness
and efficiency of our architecture in terms of cache misses, route installations, evictions, and BGP updates
handling. We employed two-hour traffic traces to evaluate and verify the PFCA’s performance. According to
the evaluation, PFCA achieves 99.825% cache-hit ratio for the Level-1 cache with 3.34% entries of the full
FIB. Moreover, only 0.015% of the data packets were forwarded by the FIB on the slow DRAM memory,
thanks to the Level-2 cache with 6.68% entries of the full FIB. Finally, 45,600 BGP updates included in the
data trace resulted in merely 152 FIB changes in the Level-1 cache, showing that PFCA minimizes the BGP
churn in the TCAM memory.
Chapter 5
CFCA: Combined FIB Caching and
Aggregation
5.1 Introduction
The evaluation of the resulting FIB table in PFCA’s Level-1 cache showed that it is aggregatable by at least
30% by an algorithm like FIFA-S [48] of FAQS. There are two sources of the mergeable entries:
1. The original global FIB contains a large amount of adjacent or overlapping prefixes that share the
same next-hop.
2. To avoid cache hiding problem, when a more specific prefix hides in a secondary FIB table (which
leads to incorrect LPM matching at the cache), most of FIB caching techniques [25, 30, 41, 47], in-
cluding PFCA, perform conversion of a FIB into an equivalent FIB with fragmented non-overlapping
prefixes.
A large number of adjacent prefixes in PFCA occupies additional space and increases the cache-miss ra-
tio and cache churn, causing potential lookup latencies. This space can be freed with an FIB aggregation
procedure (see example in Table 5.1). Yet, integrating FIB caching and FIB aggregation remains an unin-
vestigated problem [9]. There are two considerations that should be taken into account when designing a
FIB aggregation in conjecture with FIB caching:
1. The FIB aggregation algorithm should not produce overlapping routes, that will lead to cache hiding
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Table 5.1: Example of FIB aggregation
and incorrect forwarding behavior.
2. The FIB aggregation should incrementally handle BGP updates without significant increase of BGP
churn in TCAM.
In this chapter, we present Combined FIB Caching and Aggregation - CFCA - that integrated caching and
aggregation while addressing the above-mentioned considerations.
5.2 Design of CFCA
As shown in Figure 4.3, CFCA is built on top of Programmable FIB Caching Architecture (PFCA) [30].
The control plane of CFCA is responsible for collecting network routes and managing the tables in the
data plane, namely Level-1 (L1) cache in TCAM, Level-2 (L2) cache in SRAM, and the rest of the FIB
in DRAM. To avoid cache hiding (see Section 4.1 for details), the Route Manager (RM) extends the FIB
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routes received from the network into a set of non-overlapping prefixes (see Figure 4.4). The main departure
of CFCA from PFCA lies with the addition of the FIB aggregation module that compresses the extended
prefix table of the RM into a smaller set of non-overlapping prefixes. The prefixes are aggregated via a
binary prefix tree where prefixes and their next-hops are represented as nodes and the sibling nodes with
the same next-hop merge into the parent node (see Figure 5.2). Important, the FIB aggregation module can
incrementally handle BGP updates and push those updates into FIB tables with no risk of cache hiding. The
FIB entries are provided with traffic counters to help detect frequently-accessed prefixes. A traffic counter
is incremented for each match, and when a threshold is reached, the entry migrates to a faster cache table.
In addition, the router keeps track of less popular routes (also known as light traffic hitters) in the cache for
future cache replacement. The rest of the section discusses details of the RM, the FIB aggregation module,
the data plane workflow, and the light traffic hitters detection algorithm.
5.2.1 Control plane workflow
The Route Manager (RM) first processes route updates from neighbor routers, and passes these updates to
the FIB aggregation module. The RM then performs prefix migration by moving popular prefixes into fast
memory and unpopular prefixes to slow memory. The FIB aggregation module serves as a filter between
the RM and the data plane. It keeps the routing table in a compressed state by performing incremental
FIB aggregation without introducing new overlapping routes nor changing the forwarding behavior. In the
following sections, we discuss how to achieve this task at each stage of computation.
Initial FIB installation
At the initialization stage, CFCA’s RM receives the current prefix table’s snapshot - a Routing Information
Base (RIB) - and extends it to get a set of non-overlapping prefixes, in order to avoid cache hiding due
to the rule dependencies (see Section 4.1). Prefix extension (see Figure 4.4 as an example) is done by
adding the prefixes to the binary prefix tree and generating additional nodes in order to get a full binary
prefix tree. While some of the previous work used PATRICIA trie for cache hiding avoidance [47], for our
first attempt of combined FIB caching and aggregation, we chose the binary tree data structure with pro-
active installation of extended prefixes to prevent the overlapping prefixes with different next-hop values.
With such an approach we aim to minimize frequency of node generation and removal in a tree after BGP
updates.
A binary prefix tree in CFCA has the following properties:
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1. The root node root of the tree corresponds to the prefix 0/0 and is assigned with a default next-hop
value.
2. Each node n in the tree may have zero or two children.
3. The left (right) child of a node n.l (n.r) corresponds to a more specific prefix with an appended 0(1)
bit.
4. The set of non-overlapping prefixes is composed by all the leaf nodes of the tree.
Each node n in CFCA’s full binary tree has the following parameters:
1. The current table of a node, n.t. Possible values are NONE, Level-1 (L1) or Level-2 (L2) cache, or
DRAM.
2. The prefix corresponding to that node, n.p.
3. REAL/FAKE flag n.rf, that indicates if a node was originated from the RIB (REAL node) or was
generated as a result of prefix extension (FAKE node).
4. The original next-hop n.o, taken from the RIB. The FAKE nodes inherit the original next-hops of their
REAL parent nodes.
5. The selected next-hop n.s, set by CFCA’s FIB aggregation algorithm.
6. FIB status n.f : IN FIB or NON FIB which indicates if the corresponding prefix and its selected next-
hop should be in installed into the data plane.
Although prefix extension does not change the forwarding behavior of a prefix table, it may significantly
increase its size. CFCA’s aggregation algorithm mitigates this negative effect by recursively ”folding”
adjacent prefixes that share the same next-hop into a larger prefix and installing into the FIB only one
prefix per branch, thus preventing cache hiding. We show the pseudo-code of the initial FIB aggregation
in Algorithm 8 of Appendix D. The compression is done within a single post-order traversal over binary
prefix tree starting from the root node. Consider an example with entries from Table 5.1a. The initial binary
prefix tree for these entries contains 5 leaf nodes (see Figure 5.2(a)). However, at the left branch, nodes B
and G share the same next-hop from the RIB; thus, they merge into F. F selects its next-hop from B and G.
Since that next-hop is equal to C’s next-hop, F and C similarly merge into E. At the right branch, leaves I
and D have different next-hops from the RIB and do not merge; consequently, nodes E and H do not ”fold”
into A and the traversal terminates. As a result, instead of 5 prefixes, only 3 non-overlapping prefixes (from
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(a) The prefix tree after prefix extension
(b) The prefix tree after FIB aggregation
Figure 5.2: FIB aggregation in CFCA
the nodes E, I and D) will be installed into the FIB. More specifically, at each node n, CFCA is running
two operations: (1) Setting the selected next-hop value of n; (2) Setting the FIB status of the left and right
children of n, namely n.l and n.r. Below is the detailed description of both operations.
1. Setting the selected next-hop value n.s for the noden. If n is a leaf node, then n.s is equal to the
original next-hop value n.o. In case n is an internal node, its selected next-hop depends on the selected
next-hops of n.l and n.r:
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a. If n.l.s=n.r.s, then n.s=n.l.s;
b. Otherwise, n.s=0.
2. Setting the FIB status of the left and right child nodes of n (n.l.f and n.r.f ). This operation is
performed for the internal nodes of the prefix binary tree. In case n.s is not equal to 0, then both n.l.f
and n.r.f are set to NON FIB. Otherwise, if n.s 6=0, the FIB status of a child node is set to IN FIB if its
own selected next-hop value is not equal to 0. Initially, the entries corresponding to IN FIB nodes are
pushed into the DRAM memory of the data plane. While the traffic is passing through the data plane,
those entries may migrate to L2 and L1 cache if they become popular.
Intuitively, a non-zero selected next-hop value n.s of a node n means that all the leaf descendant nodes of
n have the original next-hop value equal to n.s. Hence the FIB entries corresponding to those leaf prefixes
can be compressed into a single entry. We call the nodes with a non-zero selected next-hop as points of
aggregation. In the meantime, a zero value of n.s means that not all of the descendant leaf nodes of n
have the same original next-hop value. If a left or a right child node of n is a point of aggregation, then it
is assigned with IN FIB status. At this stage, our algorithm guarantees that the prefix region n.p is fully
covered with a set of IN FIB descendant nodes of n. Thus, n and its all ancestor nodes should be assigned
with NON FIB status.
CFCA’s initial aggregation algorithm consists of a single post-order traversal of a binary tree, hence its
complexity is O(N), where N is the number of nodes in a binary tree. The number of nodes N is equal to
2 ∗ Np − 1, where Np is the total number of non-overlapping prefixes (i.e., leaf nodes). In the worst case,
each original prefix p in a FIB can produce up to w non-overlapping prefixes, where w is p’s prefix length.
BGP update handling of CFCA has a similar complexity, as it leverages post-order traversals for keeping a
FIB in a compressed state. We demonstrate it further in this subsection.
BGP update handling
The RM receives BGP updates (new entry announcements, next-hop updates, and entry withdrawals) from
a BGP daemon running on the control plane. The RM applies these updates to the binary prefix tree by
updating or adding a node to it. Next, CFCA re-aggregates the sub-tree rooted at the updated (or added)
node, as well as the parents of that node (see Figure 5.3 for the workflow overview). However, in most cases,
the update affects only a few nodes of a tree. Below we give a detailed description of how CFCA handles
different types of BGP updates.
• Announcement of a new next-hop NH for an existing prefix p in a FIB. A next-hop update of a prefix
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p, p0: Prefix n, n0: Nodes
NH: Next-hop value root: The root node of the tree
Figure 5.3: BGP update handling workflow in CFCA
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p may affect not just p itself, but also the prefixes generated after prefix extension. The resulting changes
may require next-hop updates in the data plane, as well as de-aggregation or re-aggregation of prefixes
overlapping with p. Thus, CFCA needs to perform partial traversals of a tree branch on which p resides.
Next, we describe this process in details.
After the RM finds the node n corresponding to p in the prefix binary tree, it assigns the new value of the
next-hop to n.o, the original next-hop of n. Next, it partially traverses the branch rooted at n in a post-order
manner (see Algorithm 9 of Appendix D), avoiding the branches rooted at REAL nodes and visiting FAKE
nodes only. Intuitively, the REAL descendants of n are not affected by the next-hop update of n and traversing
them is useless. The FAKE nodes, on the contrary, are generated during prefix extension in CFCA. Since
they inherit next-hop values from n, they are updated with every change to n.o.
During the traversal, at each traversed node, CFCA:
1. Updates the node’s original next-hop with NH.
2. Sets the selected next-hop of the node in the same manner as in the Initial FIB Aggregation. More
specifically, for the leaf nodes, the selected next-hop is equal to their original next-hops. For the
internal nodes, the selected next-hop is equal to 0 if their children nodes have different selected next-
hop values. The procedure setSelectedNextHop(n) is shown in Algorithm 12 of Appendix D.
3. Sets the FIB status of the node’s children (if they exist) and pushes the next-hop changes to the
data plane. More specifically, if a node has a non-zero selected next-hop, its children should not
be present in the FIB. Otherwise, the children nodes with a non-zero selected next-hops (i.e., points
of aggregation) should stay or be installed into the data plane. Note that the RM tracks the current
location of entries with the value of n.r.t and thus is able to push the updates to the correct data plane
destination (L1, L2 caches or DRAM). We give the pseudo-code of setFIBstatus(n) in Algorithm 13
of Appendix D.
Once the post-order traversal is done, the ancestors of the node n should be traversed in a bottom-up manner.
There are two reasons why such procedure is necessary: first, the ancestors’ selected next-hop value depends
on their children’s selected next-hops. Second, in CFCA, the FIB status of a node is defined by its parent.
Since the changes in a tree propagate through selected next-hops, the bottom-up traversal can terminate if a
node’s selected next-hop does not change. Similarly to the post-order traversal, at each visited node n, CFCA
calls both setSelectedNextHop(n) and setFIBstatus(n). We show the pseudo-code of bottomUpUpdate(n) in
Algorithm 10 of Appendix D. Note that bottomUpUpdate(n) is called only if the value of n.s is changed
after calling setSelectedNexthop(n).
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(a) Update for C and announcement of a prefix at H
(b) Nodes E, F, C, H, I, D have been affected
Figure 5.4: BGP updates handling by CFCA
Although a new route announcement and a route withdrawal require more operational steps by the RM, they
mostly rely on the same routines as with a route update, i.e., postOrderUpdate(n, NH) and bottomUpUp-
date(n). We show it below in this section.
• Announcement of a new route (p, NH), where p is the prefix and NH is its next-hop value. Two cases
may happen. In the first case, a node n associated with p already exists in the binary prefix tree. CFCA
handles such announcements similarly to the next-hop updates. The RM updates n’s original next-hop
value, changes its type to REAL (if it was FAKE prior to the update) and runs postOrderUpdate(n, NH) and
bottomUpUpdate(n) routines.
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In the second case, the node n for p should be first added to the binary prefix tree. For that goal, the RM
traverses the tree accordingly to the bits of p, to find n0, the existing leaf ancestor for n. Next, the RM installs
the node n while generating FAKE sibling nodes for each level of the tree between n0 and n. Such generation
is necessary to avoid cache hiding. These siblings nodes will inherit their original next-hop value from n0
and their prefix values will belong to the prefix range of n0 with exclusion of p. We call this procedure
prefix fragmentation, since it fragments the prefix of n0 into a set of non-overlapping prefixes with p. The
psedo-code of prefix fragmentation is given in Algorithm 11 of Appendix D.
The newly added nodes need to be aggregated, thus CFCA calls the initial aggregation aggrInit start-
ing from the node n0. Finally, in case the selected next-hop of the node n0 is changed, CFCA runs
bottomUpUpdate(n0) to re-aggregate the upper part of the branch, until the first unchanged ancestor.
•Withdrawal of a prefix p. Suppose n is the node that represents p in the binary prefix tree. CFCA handles
prefix withdrawals as follows:
1. The Route Manager sets the type of n to FAKE.
2. The node inherits its original next-hop value from the parent node. This value might be a default
next-hop, inherited from the root node of the tree, or an arbitrary next-hop from a less specific prefix
existing in the original RIB.
3. Similarly to the next-hop updates, the aggregation module runs postOrderUpdate(n, NH) and bot-
tomUpUpdate(n) routines.
Intuitively, the prefix withdrawal operation in CFCA can be represented as a node’s original next-hop update
with that node’s parent’s original next-hop value. In the meantime, CFCA ensures the compacted state of
the binary prefix tree, by detecting and removing sibling FAKE leaf nodes from the data structure.
In Figure 5.4, we illustrate BGP update handling by CFCA. We continue using the entries from Table 5.1a.
In this example, the RM received two BGP updates: a next-hop update for the prefix 129.10.124.64/26 and
an announcement of a new prefix 129.10.124.128/25. For the first update, CFCA reaggregates the tree with
bottom-up traversal from the node C, after which the nodes E, F and C change their FIB status. For the
announcement of the 129.10.124.128/25, the algorithm first changes the type of the corresponding node H
from FAKE to REAL. Next, it performs the post-order and bottom-up traversals from the node H, after which
the prefixes at the nodes I and D aggregate into H.
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Popular routes installation
The RM ”migrates” the entries of a FIB to faster memory once a route in the L2 cache table or the DRAM
reaches a certain amount of hits, for example, 100 hits per second. The threshold can be pre-configured by
the control plane of a switch. If a faster memory is full, then the RM frees it by picking a victim cache entry
with the help of Light Traffic Hitters Detection module of the data plane and moving that entry to slower
memory.
5.2.2 Data plane workflow
Similarly to PFCA, the essential part of the CFCA’s data plane is the Light Traffic Hitters Detection (LTHD)
module, designed in order to collect the least popular routes of Level-1 (L1) and Level-2 (L2) caches for
future cache replacement. LTHD can be built in the switches with the Portable Switch Architecture [58].
Its design is described in details in 4.3.3 of Chapter 4. The flow between the match-action tables of the
data plane (L1, L2 caches and the DRAM FIB) is managed by the programmable ingress pipeline. When a
packet arrives at a CFCA switch, its destination IP address is matched against the L1 cache FIB on TCAM.
In the case of a match, the matching prefix’s counter is increased by one and its value is passed through the
LTHD module. The packet is then forwarded to the next-hop.
In the case of an L1 cache miss, the packet’s IP header is passed to the L2 cache and the DRAM table in
parallel. On an L2 cache match, CFCA increases the counter value of the matching prefix and checks if
it reached a pre-configured threshold. If so, the prefix is being installed into the L1 cache. In case the L1
cache is full, CFCA randomly picks an unpopular route from the LTHD module’s tables and replaces it with
a new route from the L2 cache. Lastly, the unpopular prefix from the L1 cache migrates back to the L2
cache. If the threshold on the L2 cache for a matched prefix is not reached, CFCA passes the prefix and its
counter value through the LTHD module of the L2 cache. In each case, a match in the L2 cache results in
the forwarding of the packet to the next-hop, corresponding to the matched prefix.
Finally, if the match happens on DRAM, then, similarly to the L2 cache, CFCA checks if the matched
prefix’s counter value reached a pre-configured threshold and installs that prefix into the L2 cache if needed.
As with the L1 cache, if the L2 cache is full, the cache victim entry is selected from the LTHD module and
migrated into the FIB on DRAM.
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(a) Original tree
(b) Node K added (c) Node D updated
Figure 5.5: Comparison of node accesses between PFCA and CFCA (worst case scenario)
5.2.3 Complexity of CFCA’s aggregation
As CFCA is built upon PFCA (see Section 4) with addition of the aggregation layer, it comes with additional
costs for BGP update handling compared to pure FIB caching. Consider two cases:
1. Addition of a new prefix with the length w into the binary tree. In such a worst-case scenario, PFCA
needs simply to generate 2 ∗ w nodes to avoid cache hiding. In addition to generating the nodes and
recursive bottom-up aggregation up to the first REAL ancestor node, CFCA will need to perform re-
aggregation of the updated branch (total O(2 ∗ 32 − 1) node accesses in the worst case, when the
bottom-up update propagates up to the root node).
2. Updating an existing node with length λ and n derived leaf nodes. While PFCA, similarly to the first
case, does not perform any bottom-up operations, in the worst case, it will need to accessO(2∗n−1)
leaf nodes. CFCA will have to perform O(λ ∗ 2 − 1) additional node accesses to reaggregate the
ancestors of the updated note.
Figure 5.5 illustrates number of nodes accessed by both algorithms in a specific example.
5.3 CFCA. Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of CFCA by comparing it to pure FIB caching (PFCA) and FIB aggregation
algorithms with incremental BGP updates handling (FAQS and FIFA-S):
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• PFCA is a FIB caching-only architecture for a programmable switch described in [30]. We use PFCA
for comparison in terms of cache-miss ratio and BGP-related FIB changes.
• FAQS [46] is a FIB aggregation algorithm with minimal data plane churn and suboptimal aggregation
ratio.
• FIFA-S [48] is an ORTC-based FIB aggregation algorithm with an optimal aggregation ratio.
To emulate the operation of a programmable switch with CFCA we designed its data plane prototype with
P4 language. As works on the P4 compiler for PSA are in progress [69], our prototype was designed for
the Simple Switch architecture [70], and thus had limited capabilities compared to the original design of
CFCA. First, ”Simple Switch” lacks the generation of packet digests in a data plane, i. e., messages that
can be forwarded to a control plane, which is necessary for detecting the heavy hitters at the latter. Another
obstacle for building the full prototype with P4’s ”Simple Switch” is that the packet counters attached to the
entries in routing tables can not be accessed directly from the data plane.
While our future work will focus on designing the full P4 prototype of CFCA based on PSA, in this work,
we evaluate the efficiency of CFCA’s combined FIB caching and aggregation using a trace-driven simulator
written in C.
5.3.1 Experimental setup
We use RouteViews [5] to build a routing table that contains 599,298 entries. Our experiment simulates
router operations for about an hour by processing a mixed trace of 45,600 BGP updates of RouteViews
and an anonymized traffic trace from CAIDA [1] with 3.5 billion packets. For performance evaluation, we
measure the following metrics:
1. Cache-miss ratio per 100K packets for Level-1 (L1) and Level-2 (L2) caches.
2. The number of popular route installations/evictions in L1 and L2 caches.
3. The number of BGP updates applied to L1 and L2 caches compared to the total number of BGP
updates.
We tune both CFCA and PFCA in the same way as follows:
1. We set the number of stages in the Light Traffic Hitters Detection (LTHD) module to four.






















0.83 5,000 10,000 1.133 0.153 109,070 623,994 88 2
1.67 10,000 15,000 0.144 0.017 18,108 150,547 156 5
2.50 15,000 20,000 0.058 0.004 17,277 37,842 285 6
PFCA
0.83 5,000 10,000 4.135 1.258 302,337 664,580 51 8
1.67 10,000 15,000 0.873 0.211 72,400 118,847 133 12
2.50 15,000 20,000 0.316 0.071 32,242 58,246 195 12
Table 5.2: CFCA vs FIB caching with PFCA. Evaluation summary.
2. Each stage has a hash table of size 10.
3. Initially, L1 and L2 caches are empty; however, they are quickly filled up as the initial threshold for
route installations in DRAM and Level-2 cache are 1 and 15 matches, respectively.
4. Once the L1 and L2 caches are full, we set the thresholds to 100 matches per minute for DRAM and
to 300 matches per minute for L2 cache.
5. We compare the performance of CFCA and PFCA for different sizes of L1 and L2 caches, namely 5K
with 10K, 10K with 15K, and 15K with 20K.
We verified the correctness of BGP update handling by CFCA, PFCA, FAQS and FIFA-S with VeriTable [32]
(see Section 3.4.1), a tool designed for fast verification of forwarding equivalence of multiple forwarding
tables.
5.3.2 CFCA vs FIB Caching (PFCA)
The results that compare CFCA with PFCA are shown in Table 5.2. In the table,
1. L1/L2 size ratio, %: the ratio between the maximum number of entries in L1/L2 cache and the total
number of entries;
2. L1/L2 size: the maximum number of entries in L1/L2 cache.
3. L1/L2 misses, %: the ratio between successful LPM lookups and the total number of LPM lookups in
a table.
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CFCA/FAQS/FIFA-S Size compared to the original FIB, % FIB updates BGP max burst
CFCA 2.50 21,495 6
FAQS 28.04 36,386 43
FIFA-S 25.08 48,672 33




















































Figure 5.6: CFCA vs PFCA. Cache-miss ratio per 100K packets for 15,000 L1 and 20,000 L2 caches
4. L1/L2 installations: the total number of popular route installations into L1/L2 caches.
5. L1 BGP updates: the total number of changes in TCAM caused by BGP protocol.
6. L1 BGP max burst: the maximum observed number of FIB changes after a single BGP route update
during the experiment.
Cache-miss ratio
We first measure cache-miss ratios. Here, the larger values are, the more IP lookups are to be performed
at slow memory causing packet forwarding delays and even losses. It is ideal to have the L1 cache miss
ratio is minimized. In CFCA, the average cache-miss ratio is 1.13% when the L1 cache contains only
0.83% entries of the FIB. Also, if the L1 cache contains more prefixes (2.50% of the FIB), the cache-miss
ratio drops drastically to 0.058%, which is more than five times less than PFCA’s average cache-miss ratio
(0.316%). Figure 5.6 shows this cache-miss ratio improvement through FIB aggregation (see the red line
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Figure 5.7: L1 cache in CFCA and PFCA
for the average). The number of L1 cache-miss lookups in CFCA rarely exceeds 0.4%, while the number of
cache-misses is negligible for L2. In contrast, the cache-miss ratio of PFCA reaches nearly 1% in the worst
case.
Popular route installations and evictions into L1/L2 caches
In CFCA, the control plane aggregates FIB entries before pushing them into the data plane, and this aggrega-
tion dramatically decreases both L1 and L2 popular route installation and eviction rates. The low installation
and eviction rates help save energy and improve performance as writing on TCAM is computationally ex-
pensive [34]. We show the L1 popular route installations for both PFCA and CFCA in Figure 5.7a. We set
the sizes of the L1 and L2 caches to 15,000 and 20,000 entries, respectively. A cache entry installation does
not require eviction until the cache is fully initialized (see the dashed lines in the figure). Note that both
CFCA and PFCA apply the cold start strategy, i.e., L1 and L2 cache tables are initially empty and are filled
up with traffic later. Once the cache tables become full, cache replacement is needed for a new popular route
installation, and we use Light Traffic Hitters Detection to identify victims for eviction.
BGP updates impact
One drawback of FIB aggregation is the potential cache churn increase in TCAM due to the BGP updates
applied to a compressed FIB. Table 5.2 shows that BGP-related cache updates in the L1 cache of CFCA are
slightly increased compared to PFCA because PFCA does not aggregate the FIB. However, the percentage
of TCAM updates in CFCA remains low. As an example, only 0.625% of all BGP updates result in TCAM
































Figure 5.8: CFCA. Cache-miss ratio per 100K























Figure 5.9: BGP update handling time
updates when the L1 cache size is 15,000 (see Figure 5.7b). In addition, we evaluate BGP maximum burst in
L1, i.e., the maximum number of FIB changes caused by a single BGP update. Interestingly, CFCA shows
lower BGP maximum burst in all the configurations as shown in Table 5.2. The FIB aggregation compresses
prefixes generated by the prefix extension, and therefore a single next-hop update of a parent prefix affects
fewer entries in TCAM than PFCA with more extended prefixes present in TCAM.
5.3.3 CFCA vs FIB Aggregation (FAQS/FIFA-S)
FIB aggregation minimizes its disadvantages when applied together with FIB caching. Table 5.3 shows
that the total number FIB updates, which includes L1 popular route installations, evictions, and next-hop
updates, in CFCA with 15,000 entries is far less than in FAQS, that is a FIB aggregation scheme with the
minimal BGP-related churn. For ORTC-based algorithms with optimal aggregation ratio like FIFA-S, the
total number of FIB updates is even larger. Moreover, CFCA does not produce large BGP bursts, which we
attribute to the observation that BGP updates are mostly related to unpopular routes. The only strength of
FIB aggregation over FIB caching is that all the routes stay in a cache. In FIB caching, on the other hand,
the lookups that do not find a prefix match in a cache are forwarded to lower memory obviously increasing
forwarding delay. CFCA mitigates this drawback as it reduces the cache-miss ratio to 0.058% for the L1
cache with only 2.50% entries in the FIB.
5.3.4 Evaluating a heavier trace
In the previous subsections, we showed the performance of CFCA under a traffic load with the mean trans-
mission rate of about 1M packets per second. To test the behavior of CFCA under a heavier load, we
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CFCA/PFCA L1 cache size, % L1 misses, % L1 installations L1 BGP max burst Total BGP cost, s
CFCA 2.50 0.27 40,315 5 1.07
PFCA 2.50 0.81 162,737 18 0.93
Table 5.4: CFCA vs PFCA (larger trace)
collected a more recent (01/17/2019) 1-hour trace from CAIDA [1] with 7.7 billions of packets and a 1-hour
BGP update trace with 1,364,963 routing updates. We also used a larger routing table with 725,344 entries
and L1/L2 cache with 20,000 and 30,000 entries respectively.
Due to significantly increased packet frequency, the average cache-miss ratio for this trace is higher (≈0.27%).
However, CFCA keeps it within 1% (see Figure 5.8 and Table 5.4). For this trace, we also compared the
BGP update handling time by CFCA vs PFCA, FAQS and FIFA-S (see Figure 5.9). CFCA’s control plane
takes only 0.78µs per a BGP update on average, slightly slower than PFCA (0.69µs per update), due to the
additional FIB aggregation. In the meantime, the time cost of FIB aggregation algorithms is much higher
(2.11µs and 3.50µs per update for FAQS and FIFA-S respectively).
5.4 CFCA. Conclusion
In this chapter, we present CFCA, Combined FIB Caching and Aggregation, which uses two FIB compress-
ing techniques to offload the expensive TCAM memory used for FIB from unpopular routes. Evaluation
of CFCA on large traffic trace and BGP update traces shows remarkably low cache-miss ratios and total
number of FIB updates compared to the existing FIB caching solutions. In particular, CFCA achieves up
to 99.94% cache-hits and stabilizes the cache by more than 46% with 2.5% of the entire FIB in the cache.
Finally, compared to FIB aggregation algorithms, CFCA avoids large bursts of TCAM updates, reducing
costly TCAM updates by 40% on average.
Chapter 6
Related Work
TCAM overflow problem and possible approaches for solving it were analyzed in in [80]. While IP pro-
tocol re-designing cannot be applied solely at a local ISP level and requires consistency between all of the
Autonomous Systems (ASes), both FIB aggregation and FIB caching are local solutions and can signifi-
cantly prolong the lifetime of a routing device. Specifically, a network operator can run FIB caching and
aggregation techniques only within its AS without changing the traffic behavior within or outside that AS.
6.1 FIB aggregation
A number of FIB aggregation algorithms have been proposed. We highlight a few of them here. SMALTA
algorithm [72] uses the binary tree data structure and bases on ORTC algorithm [23], which can achieve
one-time optimal aggregation. SMALTA takes ORTC as the initial FIB aggregation algorithm and processes
updates without the optimization of a subtree, rooted at the updated node. Eventually, SMALTA requires
full re-aggregation of the FIB table upon reaching a FIB size threshold. It results in computational spikes
and high time costs. In [65], authors study and employ the locality of FIB updates to build Locality-aware
FIB Aggregation (LFA) algorithm. In LFA, reaggregation for an updated prefix region is delayed until it is
stabilized. However, such an approach requires timers attached to nodes which may significantly complicate
its operation in the real routers. Bienkowski et al. [10] present a formal study on the trade-off between
FIB aggregation and update bursts. In addition, the paper presents the algorithm HIMS that attaches time-
dependent counters to each node as well. However, the paper provides no information on the performance
of the algorithm when processing real network routing data. In [36], authors propose MMS, the Memory
Management System designed to prolong the lifetime of legacy routers in an ISP. MMS uses parallelization
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of ORTC and can aggregate routing tables locally or on an AS-level. Moreover, MMS may change the
forwarding behavior of routers in order to gain additional compression. Such an approach, in combination
with aggregation algorithms, may result in the minimal FIB size. However, it cannot be deployed locally
due to the potential forwarding loops.
Some FIB compression work uses smart data structures to minimize storage size of FIB [59]. In [60],
authors present a tunable aggregation algorithm with compressed prefix trees. By changing the deepness of
the compression, network operators can manage the trade-off between the aggregation ratio and BGP update
overhead. Similarly, Yang et al. in [77] present two algorithms, EAP-slow and EAP-fast and compare
it with ORTC. Unlike FAQS, EAP algorithms use leaf-pushed binary tree data structure. EAP achieves
faster aggregation by traversing the leaf-pushed trie only once. In [49], authors propose an aggregation
algorithm for OpenFlow flow tables, including non-prefix rules and prefix-based rules. For prefix-based
rules, wildcard aggregation technique is used. FIB aggregation scheme, that applies multiple selectable next
hops, is proposed by Li et al. [43]. Abraham et al. [4] create a virtual network system to implement and
study FIB aggregation. It is a reusable framework to test the performance of FIB aggregation algorithms in
a realistic environment.
Aggregation algorithms such as Level-1 and Level-2 [79] compress FIB quickly but bear costly update
handling operations. In 2013, Liu et al. developed FIFA algorithms [48], which improves ORTC algorithm
by applying PATRICIA tree (PT) with incremental FIB aggregation features. The basic of FIFA algorithms,
FIFA-S, reduces FIB size by at least 70% for an IPv4 routing table. The faster update handling is achieved
by applying formally proved properties, which allow to considerably reduce the number of FIB entries to be
accessed. The main weakness of FIFA-S is the high number of changes in a FIB per routing announcement
and related processing delays. Overall, the average number of FIB changes can be twice as more than the
total number of FIB updates. Challenging FIB update churn problem,
Our work, FAQS algorithm [46], makes a balance of aggregation time, ratio and memory consumption. It
sacrifices very little aggregation ratio compared with the optimal solution but speeds up the aggregation
more than twice with much less memory consumption.
6.2 FIB caching
The idea of caching entries in a forwarding table goes back to the early stages of the Internet. In [35], Raj
Jain et al. showed the ”source locality” of packets and proposed caching FIB entries for active flows and
prefetching entries for the corresponding reverse flows. Route caching was studied for Layer-4 switching
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as well [75]. Kim et al. give an overview of route caching in [41]. The paper studies traffic patterns in
a large ISP network and measures the performance of route caching when applied to that ISP. Similarly,
Gadkari et al. study FIB caching in [25]. In addition, the paper proposes a FIB caching solution that reaches
99.5% cache-hit ratio with 10K cache size, given the size of a FIB less than 500K entries. Both papers show
that FIB caching achieves higher hit ratio under LRU policies. However, LRU cache victim selection may
become a bottleneck when handling real Internet traffic. Alternatively, Sarrar et al. in [64] propose Traffic-
aware Flow Offloading (TFO) strategy that outperforms LRU for a cache with less than 10,000 entries. The
heavy-hitter selection process is performed at the control plane and may create a bottleneck when processing
ISP traffic. In [63], authors apply rule caching for lossy compression of packet classifiers and show that 3%
of the original classifiers are sufficient for handling 99% of the traffic. The paper does not elaborate on a
chosen real-time cache victim selection strategy. Liu et al. in [47] use OpenFlow’s variable idle timeouts to
identify unpopular routes in the fast memory. The proposed strategy achieves 99.95% cache-hit ratio with
5.28% of the original FIB rules. Similarly to our work, the authors solve the cache hiding problem by prefix
extensions. Katta et al. in Cacheflow [38] build dependency graphs and identify independent groups of rules
to avoid cache hiding. Such an approach requires the control plane to perform graph computations each time
a flow becomes popular and needs to be installed in the cache. Similarly, Bienkowski et al. in [11] propose
an online Tree Caching algorithm, that requires no prefix extensions of the FIB. Evaluation of Cacheflow
showed 97% cache-hit rate with 10%-sized TCAM; the authors of Tree Caching do not provide experimental
results but instead give a theoretical analysis of its algorithm. Both algorithms are suited for a data center
Software-Defined Networks with medium-sized FIBs. Our work, PFCA [30] leverages the programmable
data plane in order to build a FIB caching architecture with two levels of cache. The data plane workflow
and the Light Traffic Hitters Detection module of PFCA allow to install and remove entries from TCAM
cache at the line rate.
In [62], Rottenstreich et al. propose lossy packet classifier compressors for optimal rule caching, that can be
used for identifying the most popular flows in a FIB and offloading TCAM from idle flows. The approximate
classification achieves the optimal cache-hit ratio given the size of the cache. However, it allows false
classifications for cache-misses which can lead to the incorrect forwarding behavior of a router. The cached
classification achieves the full forwarding correctness by redirecting some of the lookups to slow memory.
Both algorithms are based on dynamic programming with non-linear time complexity, which may impede
the deployment of the optimal rule caching in backbone networks with constantly changing traffic patterns
and thousands of BGP updates per second.
IHARC [17] speeds up software IP lookup by utilizing CPU cache for route caching. It merges prefixes in
the cache by selecting index bits that point to different cache sets with maximum mergeability. However,
IHARC’s architecture has several shortcomings. First, IHARC leverages a 3-level NART (Network Address
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Routing Table) data structure, with prefixes, flattened to the lengths 8, 24 and 32. This significantly increases
the size of a routing table and consequent update churn. Second, the index selection routine is an expensive
operation invoked at each routing update. The updates require IHARC to entirely invalidate its caches for
maintaining forwarding correctness, increasing cache-miss ratios. In [27], the authors improve IHARC with




The global routing table growth poses risks of Internet disruptions and forces network operators to upgrade
their TCAM chips. The widespread deployment of IPv6 protocol will increase the FIB size even further.
In this work, we take two different approaches to mitigating the FIB overflow problem. First, we studied
FIB aggregation and proposed a new FIB aggregation algorithm, FIB Aggregation with Quick Selections
(FAQS), that significantly reduced the time costs of BGP update handling and the BGP churn on TCAM,
compared to the existing algorithm. We evaluated FAQS on a 6-year BGP traces and show it achieves
near-optimal FIB compression.
Second, we studied FIB caching. For the first time, we leveraged the programmable data plane concept to
propose a new Programmable FIB Caching Architecture (PFCA) with cache-miss lookups handled entirely
in the data plane. Furthermore, we proposed a new cache victim collection algorithm, that collects the
light-flow prefixes into the data plane’s registers for future cache replacements. We built the prototype of
PFCA’s victim selection mechanism in P4 data plane language. We simulated PFCA on real network traces
and showed that it achieved 99.8% cache-hit ratio and minimized the BGP churn compared to the FIB
aggregation solutions.
When analyzing the resulting FIB table in the caches of PFCA, we noticed that algorithms like FAQS can
compress it by 30%. The freed space in the cache may maximize the cache-hit ratio. However, the problem
of integrating FIB caching and aggregation had not been studied yet. In addition, the existing FIB aggre-
gation algorithms, including FAQS, could not be directly applied along with FIB caching, since they would
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have produced overlapping prefixes which would lead to cache hiding and incorrect forwarding behavior of
the data plane. To this end, we designed and evaluated the Combined FIB caching and Aggregation (CFCA)
architecture with two main components:
• An FIB aggregation layer, that (a) compresses the forwarding table before pushing it into the data
plane; (b) incrementally handles BGP updates to keep the FIB compressed; (c) prevents the presence
of overlapping routes in the data plane.
• An FIB caching layer, that offloads TCAM from the unpopular routes.
CFCA avoids producing overlapping routes by using the binary tree data structure and preventing prefixes
from the same branch to be installed into the cache and the main FIB. In CFCA, cache-hit ratio is maximized
up to 99.94% with only 2.50% entries of the FIB, while the churn in TCAM is reduced by more than 40%
compared to low-churn FIB aggregation techniques. We verified our experiments with VeriTable, a tool we
designed for fast verification of forwarding equivalence and presented in this work. The promising results
motivate us to implement the full prototype of CFCA programmable switch hardware built with respect to
Portable Switch Architecture.
7.2 Limitations
While we built a limited prototype of the FIB caching architecture presented in this document, we were
not able to build the complete prototype for programmable switch emulator due to several reasons. First,
the Portable Switch Architecture’s compiler works are in progress, thus we could not leverage its properties
such as sending packet digests to the control plane, which is necessary to make the control plane aware of
”hot” entries in the routing table. In the meantime, table entries, as well as counters and meters attached to
those entries are not accessible from within the data plane. The simple addition of such functionality will
make PFCA and CFCA able to move the entries between different tables without invoking the control plane.
7.3 Future work
With respect to the limitations listed in the above subsection, we plan to work with academia and industry
community in order to build the full prototype of CFCA in a programmable switch emulator and later on
programmable switch hardware. In the meantime, we plan to optimize our control plane code. In particular,
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optimizations can be applied to the data structure we use for the FIB aggregation, as well as the reduction
of memory accesses during the post-order aggregation traversals of CFCA.
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Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the initial FIB aggregation via post-order traversal in FAQS. Al-
gorithm 2 shows the process of selection of a new next hop for a PT node. Next, algorithm 3 shows the
pseudo-code of FAQS’s decision making on installing a prefix into the data plane. Finally, Algorithm 5
show the pseudo-code of BGP update handling by FAQS.




4: r ← node.right
5: if T (node) 6= REAL then
6: O(node)← O(p)
7: end if
8: if l 6= NULL then
9: StaticAggregation(l)
10: end if
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Algorithm 2 Assignment of Selected Next Hop
1: procedure SetSelectedNexthop(node)
2: l← node.l
3: r ← node.r
4: if l 6= NULL ∧ r 6= NULL∧
len(l)− len(node) = 1∧
len(r)− len(node) = 1∧






Algorithm 3 Determine FIB status for Children Nodes
1: procedure SetChildFIBstatus(node)
2: l← node.l
3: r ← node.r
4: if l 6= NULL then
5: if S(node) 6= S(l) then
6: F (l)← IN FIB
7: else
8: F (l)← NON FIB
9: end if
10: end if
11: if r 6= NULL then
12: if S(node) 6= S(r) then
13: F (r)← IN FIB
14: else
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Algorithm 4 Incremental FIB Update Handling
1: procedure UpdateNode(prefix, nexthop)
2: node← find(prefix)
3: if node = NULL then
4: node← initialize(prefix, nexthop)
5: T (node)← REAL
6: p← node.parent





12: if T (node) 6= REAL then
13: T (node)← REAL
14: end if







Algorithm 5 Update Subtree
1: procedure UpdateSubtree(node)
2: l← node.l
3: r ← node.r
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Algorithm 6 Update Ancestors
1: procedure UpdateAncestors(node)
2: p← node.parent












On Algorithm 7 we present PFCA’s cache victim selection procedure, described in Section 4.3.3.
Algorithm 7 Light Traffic Hitters Detection (Stage 1)
1: procedure LTHD(p, c) . p← prefix, c← its counter; d← number of stages; h1, h2, .., hd ←
independent hash functions; T1, T2, .., Td ← hash tables.
2: i = h1(p)
3: if ith slot of T1 is empty then
4: Install (p, c) into T1
5: Carry p to remove possible duplicates in T2..Td.
6: goto the next stage
7: else if ith slot in T1 is occupied by (p, c0) then
8: c0 = c
9: else if ith slot in T1 is occupied by (p′, c′) ∧ c < c′ then
10: Replace (p′, c′) by (p, c) in T1
11: Carry (p′, c′) for installation in the next stages
12: Carry p to remove possible duplicates in T2..Td. goto the next stage
13: else if ith slot in T1 is occupied by (p′, c′) ∧ c ≥ c′ then
14: Carry (p, c) to the next stage.





Listings for Light Traffic Hitters Detection
Module
The following listings present PFCA’s P4 code listings for Section 4.3.3.
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Listing C.1: Ingress pipeline at PFCA
{ i f ( hdr . i pv4 . i s V a l i d ( ) ) {
l e v e l 1 . a p p l y ( ) ;
i f ( meta . m i s s b i t == 1){
l e v e l 2 . a p p l y ( ) ;
i f ( meta . m i s s b i t == 1){
dram . a p p l y ( ) ;
i f ( c o u n t e r > t h r e s h o l d ){
/∗ B u i l d i n g a p a c k e t d i g e s t f o r
t h e c o n t r o l p l a n e ∗ /
meta . p a c k e t d i g e s t . p r e f i x = p r e f i x ;
meta . p a c k e t d i g e s t . memType = DRAM;
}
}
e l s e {
i f ( c o u n t e r > t h r e s h o l d ){
meta . p a c k e t d i g e s t . p r e f i x = p r e f i x ;
meta . p a c k e t d i g e s t . memType = L2 ;
}
/∗ Go t o LTHD f o r Leve l−2 ∗ /
}
}
e l s e
/∗ Go t o LTHD f o r Leve l−1 ∗ /
. . .
}
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Listing C.2: Light Traffic Hitters Detection at Level-1 cache
/∗ D e f i n i n g r e g i s t e r s and t h e hash f u n c t i o n ∗ /
R e g i s t e r <b i t <32>, b i t <32>>(20) l t h d k e y s 1 ;
R e g i s t e r <b i t <32>, b i t <32>>(20) l t h d k e y s 2 ;
R e g i s t e r <b i t <8>, b i t <32>>(20) l t h d c o u n t e r s 1 ;
R e g i s t e r <b i t <8>, b i t <32>>(20) l t h d c o u n t e r s 2 ;
Hash<b i t <32>>(PSA HashAlgor i thm t . CRC32 ) h1 ;
Hash<b i t <32>>(PSA HashAlgor i thm t . IDENTITY ) h2 ;
. . . . . . .
/∗ LTHD module ∗ /
/∗ S t a g e 1 f o r a t u p l e ( p r e f i x , c o u n t e r ) ∗ /
h a s h e d p r f x = h1 . g e t h a s h ( p r e f i x ) ;
p r e f i x k e y 1 = l t h d k e y s 1 . r e a d ( h a s h e d p r f x ) ;
p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 = l t h d c o u n t e r s 1 . r e a d ( h a s h e d p r f x ) ;
/∗ Case 1 : t h e s l o t i s o c c u p i e d by t h e same p r e f i x ∗ /
i f ( p r e f i x k e y 1 == meta . m a t c h e d p r e f i x ){
/∗ Update t h e c o u n t e r and l e a v e t h e p i p e l i n e ∗ /
l t h d c o u n t e r s 1 . w r i t e ( h a s h e d p r f x , c o u n t e r ) ;
c a r r y = 0 ;
}
/∗ Case 2 : t h e s l o t i s empty ∗ /
e l s e i f ( p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 == 0){
/∗ I n s t a l l t h e key and t h e c o u n t e r
and l e a v e t h e p i p e l i n e ∗ /
l t h d k e y s 1 . w r i t e ( h a s h e d p r f x , p r e f i x ) ;
l t h d c o u n t e r s 1 . w r i t e ( h a s h e d p r f x , c o u n t e r ) ;
c a r r y = 0 ;
}
/∗ Case 3 : t h e s l o t i s o c c u p i e d by
a h e a v i e r f l o w ∗ /
e l s e i f ( p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 > c o u n t e r ){
/∗ Rep lace t h e t u p l e ( p r e f i x k e y 1 , p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 )
by ( p r e f i x , c o u n t e r ) and move t o S t a g e 2 ∗ /
l t h d k e y s 1 . w r i t e ( h a s h e d p r f x , p r e f i x ) ;
l t h d c o u n t e r s 1 . w r i t e ( h a s h e d p r f x , c o u n t e r ) ;
c a r r y = 1 ;
}
/∗ Case 4 : t h e s l o t i s o c c u p i e d by
a l i g h t e r f l o w ∗ /
e l s e {
/∗ Carry ( p r e f i x , c o u n t e r ) t o t h e n e x t s t a g e ∗ /
p r e f i x k e y 1 = p r e f i x ;
p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 = c o u n t e r ;
c a r r y = 1 ;
}
i f ( c a r r y == 1){
/∗ S t a g e 2 f o r a t u p l e
( p r e f i x k e y 1 , p r e f i x c o u n t e r 1 ) ∗ /




Below we present the algorithms described in Section 5.2. Algorithm 8 shows the pseudo-code of the initial
aggregation in CFCA. Algorithm 9 and 10 shows the pseudo-code of post-order and bottom-up traversals in
CFCA upon a BGP update. Algorithm 12 shows the pseudo-code of next hop selection process for a node
in CFCA. Algorithm 11 shows the pseudo-code for prefix fragmentation in CFCA, when a more specific
prefix than existing in the routing table is added via BGP. Finally, Algorithm 13 shows the pseudo-code of
FIB status selection process in CFCA.
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Algorithm 8 Static FIB Aggregation in PFCA
1: procedure aggrInit(n) . n← node, n.o← its original next-hop; n.s← its selected next-hop; n.f ←
its FIB status; n.t← the table assigned to the corresponding route, n.l, n.r ← its left and right children
2: if n is a leaf node then
3: n.s = n.o
4: else if n is an internal node then
5: Call aggrInit(n.l) and aggrInit(n.r)
6: if n.l.s = n.r.s then . Case 1: children nodes share the same next-hop
7: n.s← n.l.s
8: n.l.f ← n.r.f ←NON FIB
9: else . Case 2: children nodes have different next-hops
10: n.s = 0
11: if n.l.s 6= 0 then . The left child of n is a point of aggregation
12: n.l.f ← IN FIB, n.l.t← DRAM
13: Push the prefix and the selected next-hop of n.l into DRAM memory
14: else
15: n.l.f = NON FIB
16: end if
17: if n.r.s 6= 0 then . The right child of n is a point of aggregation
18: n.r.f ← IN FIB, n.r.t← DRAM
19: Push the prefix and the selected next-hop of n.r into DRAM memory
20: else
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Algorithm 9 Post-order update in CFCA
1: procedure postOrderUpdate(n,NH) . n← node, n.o← its original next-hop; n.l, n.r ← its left
and right children; n.rf its REAL/FAKE flag, NH is the new next-hop value.











Algorithm 10 Bottom-up update in CFCA
1: procedure bottomUp(n) . n← node.
2: repeat




7: until oldSelectedNextHop = n.s
8: end procedure
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Algorithm 11 Prefix fragmentation in CFCA
1: procedure FRAGMENTPREFIX(p,NH) . p is the newly announced prefix; NH is p’s next-hop.
2: n0 ← The root node of the tree
3: for each bit b of p do
4: if n0 is a leaf then
5: break
6: end if
7: n0 ← b = 0 ? n0.l : n0.r
8: end for
9: l0, l←Prefix lengths of n0.p and p
10: for each level of the tree ∆ ∈ (l0, l) do
11: Generate sibling FAKE nodes with the original next-hop of n0
12: Generate the REAL node n for p, n.o← NH




Algorithm 12 Selecting next-hop in CFCA
1: procedure setSelectedNextHop(n) . n← node, n.s← its selected next-hop.
2: if n is a leaf node then
3: n.s = n.o
4: else if n is an internal node then
5: if n.l.s = n.r.s then
6: n.s← n.l.s
7: else
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Algorithm 13 Setting FIB status of a node in CFCA
1: procedure setFIBstatus(n) . n← node.
2: if n is an internal node then
3: if n.s 6= 0 then . Case 1: n is the point of aggregation
4: if n.l.f = IN FIB then
5: Remove n.l from the data plane table n.l.t
6: n.r.f ← NON FIB
7: end if
8: if n.r.f = IN FIB then
9: Remove n.r from the data plane table n.r.t
10: n.r.f ← NON FIB
11: end if
12: else if n.s = 0 then . Case 2: n’s descendants prefixes should be present in FIB
13: if n.l.f = NON FIB then
14: n.l.f ← IN FIB, n.l.t← DRAM
15: Push the prefix and the selected next-hop of n.l into the DRAM memory
16: else
17: Push the selected next-hop update of the prefix of n.l into the data plane table n.l.t.
18: end if
19: if n.r.f = NON FIB then
20: n.r.f ← IN FIB, n.r.t← DRAM
21: Push the prefix and the selected next-hop of n.r into the DRAM memory
22: else







For the description of each node field in the algorithms see Table E.1.
Name Data Type Description
parent Node Pointer Points to a node’s parent node
l Node Pointer Points to a node’s left child node
if exists
r Node Pointer Points to a node’s right child node
if exists
prefix String Binary string
length Integer The length of the prefix, 0-32 for
IPv4 or 0-128 for IPv6
nexthop Integer Array Next-hops of this prefix in
T1...Tn, size n
type Integer Indicates if a node is a GLUE or
REAL
Table E.1: Joint Patricia tree node’s attributes.
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Algorithm 14 Building a Joint PT T
1: procedure BuildJointPT (T1, T2, ..., Tn)
2: Initialize a PT T with its head node
3: Add prefix 0/0 on its head node.
4: Set default next hop values in the Next Hops array.
5: for each table Ti ∈ T1, T2, ..., Tn do
6: for each entry e in Ti do
7: Find a node n in T such as n.prefix is a
longest match for e.prefix in T
8: if n.prefix = e.prefix then
9: n.nexthopi ← e.nexthop
10: n.type← REAL
11: else
12: Generate new node n′
13: n′.prefix← e.prefix
14: n′.nexthopi ← e.nexthop
15: n′.type← REAL
16: Assume n has a child nc
17: if the overlapping portion of nc and n′ is longer than n.length but shorter than n′.length
bits then





23: Set g as a child of n




28: Set nc as a child of n′
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Algorithm 15 Forwarding Equivalence Verification. The initial value of ancestor is NULL, and the initial
value of node is T → root. For simplicity, we assume the root node is REAL.
1: procedure VeriTable(ancestor, node)
2: if node.type = REAL then
3: ancestor = node . The closest ancestor node for a REAL node is the node istelf
4: end if
5: l← node.l, r ← node.r
6: if l 6= NULL then
7: if l.type = REAL then
8: InheritNextHops(ancestor, l) . A REAL child node inherits next hops from the closest
REAL ancestor to initialize “empty” next hops
9: end if
10: LeftF lag ← V eriTable(ancestor, l) . LeftFlag and RightFlag signify the existing leaks at
the branches
11: end if
12: if r 6= NULL then
13: if r.type = REAL then
14: InheritNextHops(ancestor, r)
15: end if
16: RightF lag ← V eriTable(ancestor, r)
17: end if
18: if l = NULL ∧ r = NULL then
19: CompareNextHops(node) . The leaf nodes’ next hops are always compared; a verified node
always returns the false LeakFlag.
20: LeakF lag ← False
21: return LeakF lag
22: end if
23: if l 6= NULL ∧ l.length− node.length > 1 then
24: LeakF lag ← True
25: else if r 6= NULL ∧ r.length− node.length > 1 then
26: LeakF lag ← True
27: else if l = NULL ∨ r = NULL then
28: LeakF lag ← True
29: else if LeftF lag = True ∨RightF lag = True then
30: LeakF lag ← True
31: end if
32: if LeakF lag = True ∧ node.type = REAL then
33: CompareNextHops(node)
34: LeakF lag ← False
35: end if
return LeakF lag
36: end procedure
